July 30, 2020

Arizona Corporation Commission
1200 W. Washington Street
Phoenix, AZ 85007


LG Chem, Ltd. provides these comments in response to APS' July 27, 2020 submission "McMicken Battery Energy Storage Event Technical Analysis and Recommendations." All industry stakeholders share the goal of reducing safety risks associated with BESS installations so that the promise of this technology can be fully realized in the future. This Commission, the public, and the first responders who were injured at the McMicken facility deserve a complete analysis.

Many parties invested extensive resources in trying to understand all aspects of the event. LG Chem notes, however, that DNV-GL, the author of the "final" report submitted by APS, did not directly participate in the key investigations (site visits with the other parties and their experts, direct forensic examination of artifacts, etc.), although its report does summarize selected findings of APS' retained consultants. DNV-GL explicitly admits that despite the involvement of many other failure analysis firms and experts, its report reflects DNV-GL's views alone -- not a consensus view. This may, in part, explain why many of the opinions set forth in the report cannot be squared with the findings of the independent experts retained by LG Chem to investigate the cause of the failure -- experts who directly participated in the many site visits and direct analysis of the evidence.

In fact, as explained below, the independent experts retained by LG Chem believe that the evidence rules out DNV-GL's theory regarding the cause of the initial thermal runaway event. However, DNV-GL ignored other experts' views and key evidence without any explanation. So to provide a more complete record, LG Chem is submitting to the ACC a report prepared by Exponent, a recognized expert in the relevant subject matter. Exponent's report includes an executive summary of its key findings and comments on the various shortcomings of the DNV-GL report.
Based upon the Exponent report, and LG Chem’s own analysis of the five factors that DNV-GL concluded contributed to the ultimate event, LG Chem offers the following comments.

Cause of the thermal runaway

Based on the available evidence, metallic lithium plating did not cause an internal cell failure leading to the initial thermal runaway event at McMicken. The facts of the incident that have been established to a reasonable degree of scientific rigor, together with relevant peer reviewed literature, rule out the initiating cause proposed by DNV-GL. The analysis performed by APS and their experts could not produce evidence of metallic lithium plating as the cause of thermal runaway, and their test experiments could not produce test results that showed internal cell failure was a viable cause. Rather, the data collected and analyzed point to initiation of cell thermal runaway through intense heating of the incident cells caused by an external heat source such as external electrical arcing on Rack 15. The two primary bases for this conclusion, explained below, are substantiated by the available evidence, but the DNV-GL report ignores them without any explanation.

First, Exponent tested the internal cell failure theory by forcing a parallel cell configuration into thermal runaway. Exponent then compared the resulting voltage profile to the voltage profile recorded during the incident, and found that the two did not match. Hence it is unlikely that an internal short within a single cell caused the observed voltage excursion. Exponent’s report includes a detailed discussion on this critical point.

Second, the data recorded shows that, during the incident, there was a discharging current of 4.9A (amps) present during the voltage excursion. Considering that the current sensor was placed in between modules 7 and 8, this could be explained by two electrical isolation failures which came to exist simultaneously within the subject rack; therefore, the rack’s DC current could have been associated with arcing and subsequent temperature rise which is observed via the power conversion system’s (PCS) temperature sensors. DNV-GL’s own report acknowledges that "the current flipped from -27.9A charging to 4.9 A discharging," but offered no explanation for it. The fact that the discharging current was recorded at 4.9A, instead of 0A, means the current indeed flowed to somewhere else, supporting a double point electrical isolation failure – not an internal cell short. Exponent’s report also discusses the evidence supporting this critical point in detail.
Exponent also addresses the reasoning set forth in the DNV-GL report regarding the cause of the thermal runaway event. DNV-GL’s report relies primarily on findings of deposits containing lithium in other (presumably similarly situated) battery cells. DNV-GL also relies on its understanding that voltage drops in cells were the first anomaly encountered, and that the thermal event was hot enough to melt and weaken the aluminum module frames and cause material to be ejected from some of the cells. As is explained in Exponent’s report:

- Exponent and LG Chem independently tested the deposits in question using two distinct methods and found that the deposits were non-conductive. Therefore the deposits could not have caused an internal short circuit. Moreover, the available data do not show the dramatic cell-performance degradation which would occur if lithium ions in the electrolyte were being reduced to lithium metal in the quantities required to create a short circuit capable of initiating thermal runaway.

- Voltage drops were not the first anomaly encountered. The insulation monitoring device showed intermittent isolation drops prior to the voltage excursions. This could only occur if the rack electrical isolation failed.

- The extent of the damage and the fact that the damage is primarily noted on the edge of the cells is more consistent with an attack on the cells from an intense external heat source than from an internal short circuit.

Safety Standards

LG Chem agrees that, today, there is an industry consensus that NOVEC 1230 clean agent cannot stop module to module propagation during a thermal runaway event. This was not known at the time the third parties responsible for the McMicken system design selected NOVEC 1230. Moreover, the relevant safety standards in place then did not require prevention of module to module propagation in the event of thermal runaway. Today, new standards are in place that require mitigation measures to control module to module spread, and LG Chem is a leader in the development of technologies that allow new BESS installations to meet or exceed these new standards.

The LG Chem cells and modules installed at the McMicken site were state of the art cells and designed to meet all relevant safety standards in place when the site was commissioned. LG Chem treats safety as a top priority and regularly participates in industry standard safety efforts, including the NFPA 855 Technical Committee and UL 1973 Technical Standards Panel.
discussed above, more recent standards developed after consultation with relevant industry stakeholders focus on mitigating the risk of module to module spread if thermal runaway occurs in BESS installations. As the industry continues to evolve and relevant stakeholders learn more about best practices for cells with higher energy density, new designs and monitoring systems are being developed to satisfy new consensus standards. In sum, LG Chem’s module designs were fully compliant with standards in place when the McMicken system was commissioned, and its current designs are fully compliant with more recently adopted safety standards.

Flammable off-gas venting

LG Chem agrees that flammable off-gases associated with thermal runaway concentrated within the container because there was no venting mechanism. To be clear, the system design for the McMicken site was the responsibility of other parties, not LG Chem, as discussed in the DNV-GL report. That said, LG Chem does not agree that related risks were “unknown” to industry participants when the McMicken system was designed, built and commissioned. According to Exponent, “[a]s early as 2005, researchers were able to show that the products of incomplete combustion during thermal runaway were, themselves, flammable gases.” Moreover, as discussed in the attached Exponent report, “the risk of explosion from thermal runaway vent gases was known well in advance of the design and installation of the Surprise, AZ facility and methods existed to measure and understand the explosive behavior of lithium-ion battery vent gases in a way that makes engineering ventilation systems for stationary power storage facilities possible. A properly designed ventilation system could have prevented the atmosphere within the container from ever reaching explosive concentrations.”

Further underscoring the widespread knowledge of this risk, during a Workshop on Energy Systems and the Built Environment by the NFPA Fire Protection Research Foundation hosted by the Fire Department of New York held in November 2015, these hazards were clearly recognized and considered by the nearly 100 industry participants. As stated in written program materials prepared by the Foundation:

*Combustible and toxic gases produced pose a hazard and need to be ventilated safely. Some ESS (box) have ventilation designed to off-gas to the enclosure (room). The room would then need to be ventilated. Consideration needs to be given for the types of gases produced and separate ventilation from building HVAC systems as well as potential interaction with the activation*
and effectiveness of suppression systems within these operating ventilation systems.¹

It bears noting that the DNV-GL report states (at page 61) that “[f]or DNV GL, explosion risk of off-gases from individual battery cells became a ‘known-known’ in 2012 ....” Thus, these hazards were widely known in the fire safety industry and reasonably knowable to others with a responsibility for fire safety, including the APS team, before the McMicken site was commissioned.

Emergency response plan

LG Chem agrees that the emergency response plan and the overall incident site control protocol implemented by APS and Fluence were inadequate. LG Chem disagrees with DNV-GL’s comments that the plan’s shortcomings can be attributed in any way to “limited or incomplete” disclosure of information by LG Chem.

As discussed above, the risk of thermal runaway and recommended safety methods for addressing it were well known in the industry when the site was designed and constructed. APS’s failure analysis firm acknowledges the common sense proposition that the site owner (APS) and the parties designated to design the system and manage site operations (AES and Fluence) shared a collective duty to develop and implement an emergency response plan and an incident command and control plan. The site owner and designated day-to-day operations vendors are the subject matter experts relied upon by first responders for competent and safe technical advice during such incidents. The time to develop careful plans to protect first responders is during the design and commissioning and operation of these projects – not after an incident has started. Knowledgeable experts in the field have commented that if effective planning, training and documentation had been undertaken in accordance with accepted practices, APS and its agents would have followed a well-established protocol that directed first responders to refrain from opening the BESS enclosure door—until it could be opened safely. And that is the advice LG Chem provided when Fluence contacted LG Chem on April 19th during the incident, before the site owner and its agents subsequently allowed the first responders to open the door, triggering the deflagration event.

Inexplicably, the DNV-GL report does not review the events that occurred at the site between 17:48 (fire department arrival) and 20:04 (explosion). There is no discussion at all about incident command-and-control, communications, decision-making, and information transfer necessary to allow first responders to prevent the final deflagration event – that is – not opening the door of the BESS container until that operation could be conducted safely. In contrast, on July 28, 2020, Underwriters Laboratories issued a comprehensive report about the management of the April 19, 2019 event, including specific recommendations (“Four Firefighters Injured in Lithium-Ion Battery Energy Storage System Explosion – Arizona”). The UL report carefully reviews the events that occurred during the response to the emergency event (in contrast to the APS report), and LG Chem fully supports the recommendations for improved management of emergency responses in the UL report.

The root cause of the initial thermal runaway event at McMicken has not been identified to a reasonable degree of scientific certainty, as the observed data and evidence suggest alternative possibilities. However, the theory advanced by DNV-GL can be ruled out based on the testing performed and data reviewed. Of course, the risk of thermal runaway (whatever the cause) was well-known during the design of this system, and LG Chem agrees with DNV-GL’s conclusion that the ultimate direct cause of the injuries was poor system design and lack of necessary safety planning for this well-known potential failure mode.

LG Chem’s lithium-ion battery technologies are safe and proven solutions that enhance the performance and reliability of electric power delivery systems throughout the United States, and LG Chem looks forward to helping all industry stakeholders safely accomplish their objectives as the industry evolves.

Respectfully,

/s/ Kyunghyun Nahm
Deputy General Counsel
LG Chem Ltd.
APS McMicken Progress Report

Prepared by
Exponent
23445 North 19th Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85027

July 30, 2020

© Exponent, Inc.
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Introduction

At approximately 5:41 pm on April 19, 2019, the Surprise Fire Department received an alarm for a “check smoke” incident at the McMicken Battery Energy Storage System at or around 16981 West Deer Valley Road in Surprise, Arizona. Upon arriving at the scene at approximately 5:48 pm, they observed a steady stream of smoke exiting the building. Peoria Fire Department units arrived, including the Hazardous Materials HM193 unit, at approximately 6:28pm. A hazard mitigation plan was developed, led by HM193, and including consultation with APS representatives, the contractor Sturgeon, the Phoenix Fire Department, and information from an accessible computer database. Following the development of the plan, temperatures and gas concentrations were measured outside of the unit. The door to the unit was opened, and a few minutes later an explosion occurred. Four first responders were injured during the incident. Exponent, Inc. (Exponent) was retained to conduct an investigation on behalf of LG Chem to investigate specific issues related to the incident.

This report summarizes the observations we have formed to-date based on our investigation to date and is intended to be used only as a progress report since the investigation is ongoing. We may subsequently review additional documents and testimony, perform additional inspections, and/or prepare additional analyses and testing, and, accordingly, reserve the right to amend or reach additional opinions.

\[\text{1 City of Surprise, Arizona, Fire Department Report, NFIRS-1S Supplemental, page 21}\]
Executive Summary

Exponent, Inc. (Exponent) was retained to investigate specific issues related to the incident at the McMicken Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) in Surprise, Arizona. During this analysis, Exponent followed National Fire Protection Association 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigations, by exercising the scientific method and evaluating all the available evidence.

The investigation revealed that Rack 15, including LG Chem battery modules, an LG Chem battery protection unit, a Fluence-supplied power conversion system (PCS), and a Fluence Advancion Node Controller, was the only rack that was consumed by fire and which had cells that had vented. The remaining racks showed smoke and limited thermal damage but the modules and cells in the adjacent racks were still functional.

Exponent conducted system level analysis and analysis on exemplar and incident cells and assessed cell level data that was generated by other parties associated with this matter.

The overall goal of analyzing the exemplar and incident cells was to determine if the available data supported one of the two proposed routes to initiation of thermal runaway in the LG Chem JP3 cells installed in Rack 15. The two hypotheses for initiation of the thermal event were:

1. **Internal Cell Short Circuit** – An internal cell short circuit is a single point failure event that propagates to the full extent of the event. This hypothesis involves the formation of lithium plating in a cell which resulted in the establishment of a short circuit within the cell electrode stack that resistively heated, causing thermal runaway of the cell and propagation of thermal runaway to all the other cells in Rack 15.

2. **External Cell Heating** – There are various causes for external cell heating to occur, for example by external fire attack, resistive heating, or electrical arcing. Due to the observed rack DC current at the time of the incident and the correlating PCS heating, this hypothesis involves two (or more) electrical isolation failures present at the same
time, and which produces arc heating and cell thermal runaway in one or more cells that then propagated to all the remaining cells in Rack 15.

Other parties associated with this matter assert that an internal cell fault or short circuit, within the rearmost cell of parallel Cell 7 pair of Module 2 is responsible for initiating cell thermal runaway that then propagated to the other cells in Rack 15. However, the data acquired during the investigation do not support this hypothesis. Rather, the data collected and analyzed to date and the relevant literature tends to support initiation of cell thermal runaway through intense heating of the incident cells by an external heat source that is likely related to electrical arcing on Rack 15.

**Analysis of Cell Deposits**

During various inspections associated with this matter, deposits were found on the negative electrode and adjacent separators of LGC JP3 cells from the McMicken and Festival Ranch BESS’. Figure 1 shows an example of one of these deposits.

![Figure 1 Non-conductive negative electrode deposits.](image)

At the time the deposits were discovered, in the absence of any analytical chemistry data to establish the composition of the deposits or electrical measurements to determine the
conductivity of the deposits, other parties associated with this matter concluded that the deposits were lithium metal and that a similar deposit initiated thermal runaway in one of the cells in Cell 7-2 of Module 2 in Rack 15.

Contrary to this premature conclusion, Exponent and LG Chem independently measured the electrical conductivity of similar deposits extracted from cells not involved in the incident using two different methods and shared those results with all interested parties. The results of these measurements showed that deposits of this type are non-conductive and are unlikely to be pure lithium metal. It is impossible for a non-conductive deposit to establish an internal cell short circuit, carry current, resistively heat and cause thermal runaway.

**Non-conductive Deposit Behavior in Air**

It is a fact that some of the observed non-conductive deposits were highly reactive in air. Most often deposits turned from a dull gray color to white with the coincident formation of gas bubbles. In a single example, a deposit that was adhered to the surface of a negative electrode and the adjacent separator showed pyrophoric behavior when the separator was peeled back from the surface of the electrode. Both behaviors are consistent with the reaction of lithium metal in air.

It is difficult to reconcile the facts that the deposits have been shown to be non-conductive and that they have reactivity in air that is similar to that of lithium metal. A likely explanation, that has been ignored by other parties associated with this matter, is that the deposits contain lithium metal in an otherwise non-conductive matrix.

According to the recently released report prepared by DNV GL, the consulting firm Safety Engineering Laboratories (SEL) conducted measurements on a deposit or deposits using inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) in an effort to determine the composition of the deposits. To Exponent’s knowledge, these data have not been shared with the other parties associated with this matter and the information is not presented in the DNV GL report. The DNV GL report simply states:
“Bulk Inductively Coupled Plasma – Optical Emission Spectroscopy detected elevated concentrations of Lithium metal within the deposits thereby proving that these deposits were indeed composed of Lithium”

While ICP-OES is a sensitive technique capable of detecting individual elements in complex mixtures of compounds, it is not capable of providing information related to the physical environment in which those elements existed at the start of the measurement. The quote above indicates that “elevated levels of Lithium metal” were detected, presumably coincident with the detection of other elements that were not reported. Rather than “proving that these deposits were indeed composed of lithium”, the ICP-OES data alluded to in the DNV GL report supports the theory that the deposits contain lithium metal in an otherwise non-conductive matrix. However, in the absence of thorough characterization of the composition and morphology of the deposits, it is impossible to reach a conclusion from the ICP-OES data regarding the impact of the observed deposits on cell stability.

**Lithium Deposits and the LG Chem SRS Separator**

Undesirable lithium metal deposits in lithium-ion cells occur when lithium ions in the electrolyte are reduced to lithium metal at the surface of the negative electrode. The deposited lithium metal can form a conductive pathway between the negative and positive electrodes, a short circuit. However, due to the morphology that lithium metal adopts when deposited in lithium-ion cells, it is difficult to establish a short circuit that can carry sufficient current to heat the cell to the point of thermal runaway. The most common result of lithium deposition is a measurable decrease in cell performance due to the removal of lithium ions from the electrolyte.

In extreme cases of lithium plating, the generation of so called “dead lithium,” the electrode separator membrane can be torn, resulting in short circuit and thermal runaway. However, the generation of “dead lithium” consumes large quantities of lithium ions from the electrolyte and results in dramatic cell performance degradation. The available Rack 15 module and cell level
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diagnostic data do not support cell performance degradation, let alone cell performance degradation of the magnitude expected if “dead lithium” was being generated.

Further, the LG Chem SRS separator was specifically designed to be highly resistant to deposited lithium short circuiting. The SRS separator is a hybrid design comprised of a microporous polymeric membrane coated on both sides with relatively dense organic/inorganic (O/I) protective layers with very small pore sizes. A cross-sectional view of the SRS and its layers is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Cross-section of the SRS separator used in the LGC JP3 cells.

The SRS separator has two complementary features that address different risks associated with lithium plating. First, the pore diameters of the O/I layers are small enough to limit the size of any lithium growing through the separator effectively limiting the ability to carry current sufficient to heat the cell to thermal runaway. Second, the mechanical strength provided by the I/O layers has been shown to resist tearing at loads that are much higher than what can be produced between the unconstrained electrode layers of a lithium-ion pouch cell. The combined
physical properties of the SRS components and design of the cell make it highly unlikely for lithium plating in a JP3 cell to result in a short circuit leading to a thermal runaway.

**Analysis of CT Data**

Exponent was provided with computed tomography (CT) X-ray data of twenty-one cell pairs from Modules 1 – 13 in Rack 15 for analysis. The analysis included Cell 7-2 which others have suggested suffered an internal short circuit, initiating thermal runaway. The data was analyzed with the intent of understanding any damage patterns that would help determine the root cause failure of Rack 15. The data is not consistent with an initiation from an internal short circuit but is consistent with an attack on the cells from an intense external heat source.

![Representative 3D (left) and 2D (right) images of extensive cell damage in Rack 15.](image)

Based on Exponent’s experience, the electrode damage is significantly more extensive than would be expected for a thermal runaway initiated by an internal short circuit. A short circuit in a lithium-ion cell is an isolated, transient source of heat that causes localized damage to the adjacent electrodes and often locally exceeds melting point of copper (~1085 °C, a temperature not typically reached by the exothermic chemical reactions responsible for thermal runaway). However, it is not characteristic for a short circuit to remain a significant source of heat once thermal runaway has begun. An internal cell short circuit relies on resistive heating and the electrical energy stored in the cell to generate the intense heat required to melt copper. A cell undergoing thermal runaway is not a reliable source of electrical energy.

The damage patterns on the cells of Rack 15 are primarily located on the edges of the cells and often present as the absence of large portions of the electrode stack, including the copper of the
negative electrode current collector (see Figure 3). As a result of thermal runaway, it is common for the aluminum of the positive electrode current collector to melt and be redistributed. However, it is rare for large portions of the copper negative electrode current collector to melt, leaving large voids in the electrode stack. Because these large voids in electrode stacks are present in multiple cells from multiple modules in Rack 15 and the locations of the voids in the cells correspond with melting damage to the metal structures outside the cells, it is reasonable to consider a scenario where there was an attack on the cells from an intense external heat source, such as electrical arcing on the modules and rack. To ignore these data is contradictory to the scientific method.

**Analysis of SEL Cell Cycling and CT Data**

Safety Engineering Labs (SEL) provided a data set purporting to show charge/discharge cycling and X-ray computed tomography (CT) of one JP3 cell taken from an unknown module with an unknown history. After analyzing the data, Exponent found evidence of the previously discussed non-conductive deposits in the cycled cell but no evidence that the deposits changed as a result of cycling. Furthermore, numerous experimental issues are apparent in the data which undermine the integrity of SEL’s results.

Over the course of the cycling experiment the parameters used were changed multiple times, were unstable or simply beyond the specifications for the cell. In particular:

- The maximum charge current was varied between 8.2A and 16.5A and was unstable at any chosen current during the 463 cycles of the experiment.
- The files describing cycle 401 and after are labeled “constrained”. SEL has not provided any further explanation about the nature of the constraint (electrical or physical) or why it was applied after 400 cycles.
- The charge voltage consistently exceeded the maximum charge voltage specified by LG Chem\(^3\). Figure 4 (a) clearly shows that most cycles exceed the maximum charge voltage.

\[3\] 190708_ESS_cell_JH3_JP3_JH4_Cell_data_APS.df

1903648.000 – 0144
voltage, in most cases by at least 18mV. Figure 80 (b) shows the charge voltage and current for a typical cycle exhibiting overvoltage behavior.

- The transition from the constant-current (CC) charge to constant-voltage (CV) charge was uncharacteristic of typical cell cycling equipment suggesting that the equipment SEL used for this cycling test was not designed for and was simply incapable of accurately performing an ordinary charge algorithm on this cell.
- The ratio of charge capacity to discharge capacity (coulombic efficiency) was extremely poor but the cycling data or the CT data does not indicate a problem with the cell. This further supports that the equipment SEL used to cycle this cell was either inaccurate, improperly configured, or incapable of performing this test.

![Graph of Max Charge Voltage Histogram and Current and Voltage Profiles](image)

Figure 4 (a, left) A histogram of the number of cycles that had various max charge voltages. (b, right) Current and voltage profiles for the end of charge for a typical cycle exhibiting overvoltage on charge.

In addition to the cycling data, SEL provided ten sets of CT data consisting of scans of the cycled cell at five cycling intervals (0, 100, 209, 285 and 400 cycles). CT scans conducted prior to cycling showed the uncycled cell contained several features consistent with deposits on the negative electrode, similar to those found to be non-conductive (as discussed above). These features did not change in size or shape during the 400 cycles, see Figure 5. Additionally, despite the issues with the cycling protocol noted above, no measurable swelling of the pouch or localized swelling around the deposits were observed over the 400 cycles tracked.
In spite of the cycling data showing overcharge of the cell, a condition that would promote lithium plating, the CT data do not support the growth of the observed internal cell features as a function of cycle count and subsequently do not support the growth of lithium deposits capable of causing a short circuit that may result in thermal runaway. Discussion of these data is absent from the DNV GL report representing another instance where available information, contradictory to the assertion that an internal cell fault is responsible for thermal runaway of Rack 15, was ignored.

Figure 5 (a) Planar and (b) cross-sectional views of one representative feature tracked throughout cycling.

**Flammable Gas Generation During Lithium-ion Cell Thermal Runaway**

Thermal runaway in lithium-ion cells is a highly exothermic process that generally results in the combustion of flammable materials within the cell. However, there is rarely enough oxygen present within the cell to facilitate complete combustion of the flammable materials. As early as 2005, researchers were able to show that the products of incomplete combustion during thermal runaway were, themselves, flammable gases.\(^4\)

\(^4\)“Effects of additives on thermal stability of Li ion cells.” Journal of power sources 146.1-2 (2005): 116-120
Since this early work, substantial effort has focused on more clearly understanding the composition and quantity of the flammable gases produced during thermal runaway and the behavior of those gases in the presence of sufficient oxygen and a competent ignition source. Based on Golubkov et. al.5, and other similar documents, the primary composition of the vent gases from a thermal runaway event are hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide (non-flammable) and a mixture of light hydrocarbon gases. Under the correct conditions, flammable thermal runaway vent gases can combine with oxygen to form an explosive mixture.6 The plot in Figure 6, excerpted from Somandepalli et. al.5, shows the peak pressure rise for hydrogen, methane and a simulated lithium-ion vent gas mixture after ignition in air.

The important outcome of this research is that the risk of explosion from thermal runaway vent gases was known well in advance of the design and installation of the Surprise, Arizona facility and methods existed to measure and understand the explosive behavior of lithium-ion battery vent gases in a way that makes engineering ventilation systems for stationary power storage facilities possible. A properly designed ventilation system could have prevented the atmosphere within the container from ever reaching explosive concentrations.

5 "Thermal Runaway Experiments on Consumer Li-ion Batteries with Metal Oxide and Olivin-type Cathodes" RSC Advances., 2014, 4, 3633
6 "Quantification of combustion hazards of thermal runaway failures in lithium-ion batteries." SAE International Journal of Alternative Powertrains 3.1 (2014): 98-104
**Analysis of BESS Data Logged During the Incident**

An analysis of the BESS acquisition system data and a review of the DNV GL report authored by Dr. Hill identified the following:

- A single cell failure event was investigated and a single cell failure as the root cause of the fire was ruled out for the following reasons:
  - The McMicken BESS data acquisition rate was performed at one sample per 2 second intervals (0.5 Hz). This acquisition rate is too slow to capture high-frequency events such as an electrical arcing or short circuit event. Hence, a cell voltage profile with this limitation would not conclusively show whether a single cell failure event occurred or if a double point electrical isolation failure event was responsible for initiating thermal runaway.
  - Two tests using the same model cell used in the McMicken modules were performed by Exponent to evaluate this hypothesis, one with a cell pair outside of a module and the other with a cell pair inside of a module to characterize the voltage profile when a single cell failure was introduced. The two tests showed that the voltage profile of the failed cell pair does not match the incident parallel Cell 7 pair voltage excursion.
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Figure 6 Peak pressure rise vs. gas concentration in air for hydrogen, methane and simulated lithium-ion vent gas.
The tests also show that the parallel cell voltage did not recover after thermal runaway occurred, which occurred in the incident data as is discussed later.

- The cell temperature and voltage plot in DNV-GL's report is not consistent with typical onset of thermal runaway (see Figure 12 -- top graph). It was not stated which cell cathode chemistry, cell model, cell form factor and test procedure were used to generate the data. Without a clear explanation of the above, the cell voltage results may not be relevant to this investigation and are likely misleading. The source of the voltage test data is unknown. The following deficiencies were noted in the graph:
  - The cell voltage at time = zero seconds is 2 V and not 4.1 V. 4.1 V is a representative SOC of the McMicken cells at the time of the failure event. Two volts represent a highly discharged lithium-ion cell.
  - Just prior to the indicated (red line) thermal runaway event, the cell temperature peaked at approximately 200°C, cooled to less than approximately 50°C and then thermal runaway occurred. This part of the temperature curve is not explained in the DNV-GL report and is not representative of typical pre-thermal runaway cell behavior.
- The modules used at the McMicken site were configured as a 2 parallel, 14 series cell configuration and not a single cell configuration. DNV-GL's cell thermal runaway characterization of the cell voltage was likely for a single cell configuration and not a parallel cell configuration. The voltage behavior of a parallel cell configuration is significantly different as shown in this report (see Figure 38)
- In the incident data, the Rack 15 DC voltage recovered following the voltage excursion, which is an additional indicator that the event is inconsistent with a single cell failure hypothesis.
- DNV-GL selectively noted that the Rack 15 voltage dropped from 799.9 V to 796.1 V during the voltage excursion, but failed to note that the rack voltage lowered to 796.1 V over approximately 10 seconds, recovered to 798.9 V eight seconds later, and remained at this voltage for another 29 seconds before dropping again. The rate of the initial cell voltage excursion in the incident is not consistent with Exponent’s testing, and the voltage recovery
is not consistent with Exponent’s testing nor with DNV-GL’s test with unspecified experimental conditions.

- The current hypothesis under evaluation by Exponent involves a double-point electrical isolation failure mechanism and this mechanism is supported by the following observations:
  - High-frequency events, such as intermittent electrical arcing, have not been ruled out as a root cause for the initial failure event. Electrical arcing damage was observed at several locations within Rack 15.
  - The Rack 15 DC charge current became unstable during the voltage excursion and became a discharge current after the cell voltage data stopped recording. Current flowing through Rack 15 could only occur if the rack electrical isolation failed in two different locations on Rack 15.
  - The insulation monitoring device (IMD) showed intermittent insulation fluctuations prior to the voltage excursion and was the first anomaly recorded in the available data. This suggests the Rack 15 electrical isolation was compromised prior to the Cell 7 pair of Module 2 voltage excursion.
    - DNV-GL’s report ignored IMD insulation fluctuations and incorrectly noted that the voltage drop was the first anomaly recorded.
- The DNV-GL report did not address and explain the following key evidence, most of which is inconsistent with DNV-GL’s short-circuit theory:
  - The rate at which the Module 2, Cell 7 pair voltage decayed,
  - Rack 15 DC voltage recovery following the initial voltage excursion,
  - Rack 15 DC discharge current during the incident,
  - The arcing at the edge of the two parallel cells at location 7 in Module 2,
  - Arcing at Module 2, parallel cell pair 14 to the enclosure,
  - The arcing at Module 3 positive power terminal,
  - IMD electrical isolation anomalies prior to the voltage excursion.

**Environmental Conditions within the BESS, Container Integrity, and Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioner System Evaluation**

The environmental conditions within the BESS were investigated for their potential role in the cause of the initial failure event. A humidity excursion approximately three days prior to the
event was recorded and may have contributed to the failure event. However, the provided environmental data was found to be not representative of the temperature and humidity extremes experienced in the container, because the sensor locations generally did not spatially align with the cold air supply discharge ducts or the source of water vapor, the latter of which was discovered during the investigation. Lower temperatures than is represented in the data are likely to occur at the front face of Rack 15 when the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system #3 is running. The water vapor concentration would be expected to be higher nearest the source, but additional evidence examinations and testing must be done to determine the source of the water vapor. There is evidence of liquid penetrating the roof panels and evidence of liquid marks within a BESS wall which is not readily explained by overpressure damage and rainfall after the incident. The water vapor source could have also been through the HVAC systems. The HVAC systems included economizers which were incorrectly configured, so it is not possible to determine how they are working without characterization testing.

Lower temperatures and higher water vapor concentrations could facilitate condensation and/or corrosion on electronic equipment and batteries. Condensation may result in electrical isolation failures, which may result in electrical arcing. Additionally, corrosion may lead to high resistance electrical connections and ignition of combustible materials if sufficient heat is generated at the connection.

**Preliminary Conclusions**

Exponent followed NFPA 921, Guide for Fire and Explosion Investigation guidelines and evaluated all failure mechanisms known at the time of this report against the evidence and test data in Exponent’s possession. It is our current preliminary opinion that the analysis and testing performed to-date does not support a single cell failure initiating the BESS failure event. All the evidence and testing data reviewed to date, more likely supports a double point electrical isolation failure mechanism. Understanding the root cause and sequence of events associated with a double point electrical isolation failure will require additional characterization, testing and analysis.
This report summarizes the observations we have formed to-date based on our investigation and is intended to be used only as a progress report since the investigation is not complete. We may subsequently review additional documents and testimony, perform additional inspections, and/or prepare additional analyses and testing, and, accordingly, reserve the right to amend or reach additional opinions.
Background

Arizona Public Service (APS) purchased three battery energy storage systems (BESSs) from AES in 2017. In January 2018, Siemens and AES formed a joint venture called Fluence, which currently maintains the BESS product. Based on work order records, the subject unit was installed at the McMicken location in Surprise, Arizona, on or around September 2017. The system was reportedly initially used for frequency regulation and was utilized for peak shifting for the eight months preceding the event. The second, reportedly identical unit was installed in the Festival Ranch location, and a third unit was installed in the Pumpkin Center location.

The APS McMicken BESS is a 2MW/2MW-h transportable lithium-ion BESS terminating into an APS 12.47kV feeder. The system has been designed to run automatically under modes selected by remote operators. The container contains 27 nodes or racks. Each rack consists of 14 modules. Each module contains two sub-modules. Each sub module consists of seven JP3 cell pairs in series (28 individual cells per module), and a Battery Management System (BMS). A rack of 14 modules will include a LG Chem Battery Protection Unit (BPU), a Fluence Advancion Node Controller (SDU), and a Parker GTR 80kW power conversion system (PCS) a direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC) inverter during discharge, and AC to DC converter during charging. Each node is connected into a 4kA low voltage collection panel, with a 4kA main circuit breaker.

The container is cooled by eight Marvair heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) units, model AVPA72ACD060CU-A5-200-VAR. According to Fluence, the HVAC system was reportedly not setup to utilize an economizer feature, which allows for cooler external air to be drawn in to the container to assist in maintaining the set point temperature while reducing HVAC energy consumption. The container did not have a purpose-built overpressure relief feature.
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Aerial photographs of the BESS taken after the incident and prior to a joint scene examination are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The burn damage is confined to the BESS container.

Figure 7  Aerial photograph of the BESS and adjacent substation taken prior to the first joint scene examination.

Figure 8  Aerial photograph of the BESS taken prior to the first joint scene examination.

A schematic layout of the BESS can be seen in Figure 9. The schematic shows the location of two entry doors, one on the southeast (SE) side and one on the southwest (SW) side. The eight-side mounted unitary HVAC units are drawn as red rectangles on the outside of the container.
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9 Colwell Consulting
10 Colwell Consulting
Inside the container, the red rectangles indicate racks, with the BN prefix indicating a battery rack. Some racks on the SW side were empty. Note the position of Rack 15 (also referred to as node 15), which sustained significant damage in the incident, along with the adjacent HVAC-X103 (hereafter referred to as HVAC #3).

Figure 9 Schematic Layout of the BESS.\(^\text{11}\)

A schematic of a rack (supplied by Fluence) showing the relative locations of the battery module banks (supplied by LGC), BPU (supplied by LGC), SDU (supplied by Fluence), and PCS (supplied by Fluence) is shown in Figure 10. An exploded view of a battery module can be seen in Figure 11.

---

\(^{11}\) Fluence LLC Presentation to Arizona Public Service; Preliminary Data Analysis of Event
Figure 10 Schematic of a rack assembly showing two banks of seven battery modules, the BPU, SDU, and PCS (inverter).\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{12} 190528_Arizona McMicken Log Analysis_v6.pptx
A current transducer measures the current that flows through the rack and is located in the BPU. The current transducer is electrically connected between modules 1-7 and modules 8-14. Hence a current that flows between modules 1-7 and modules 8-14 will be measured. The cells in the modules were electrically isolated from the grounded rack frame and hence the cells positive and negative terminals were floating and not referenced to the rack frame (chassis) or ground. This implies that if a single cell electrical isolation failure occurs, a second cell electrical isolation failure needs to occur for a current to flow through the rack frame. The insulation monitoring device (IMD) is reportedly connected by a 1 MΩ resistor between the PCS AC side and ground.

The BESS hallway is considered the cool space where the AC systems discharge cold air, and the area between the back of the modules and the BESS outside wall is considered the warm space where the AC systems extract the warm air for cooling. In Figure 11, the fan is mounted on the front of the module blowing cool air from the BESS cold side to the rear of the module into the BESS warm space. The Module Battery Management System (MBMS) is located in the front of the modules adjacent to cell pair 14 and the cool air space. Cell 7 pair is located at the rear of the module nearest the warm air space. From front to back, the cell pairs identifiers are cell pair 14 to cell pair 8 and then cell pair 1 follows towards Cell 7 pair. Each module has two temperature sensors which are located between foam cushions which separate the submodules, towards the edge of the adjacent cells.
Figure 11 Exploded view of module EM048128P6B4.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{13} [Module specification]_EM048128P6B4_JP3_2P_Blowing_Eng_RevAD_171228.docx
Incident Timeline

A log analysis was performed. The event history is shown in Table 1, and a plot of selected data traces produced by LG Chem is reproduced in Figure 12.

Table 1 Event log analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Time</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16:22:36</td>
<td>Insulation resistance fluctuations begin</td>
<td>IMD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:54:30</td>
<td>Rack #15 min Cell V starts to drop from 4.06 V</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>Rack #15-Module#2-Cell#7 (Second module from the rack, most rear part of module)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:54:38</td>
<td>Rack #15 Min Cell 3.81V (~250 mV for 8 sec)</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>No update on cell voltage and module temperature of Rack #15 while rack level voltage and current could be read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:54:40</td>
<td>Rack #15 DC voltage reaches min of 796.1 V</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:54:44</td>
<td>The air temperature measured inside PCS starts to increase from 40°C</td>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>The air temperature of rack #15 and #17 became 49.8°C at about 15:55:38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:54:48</td>
<td>Rack #15 DC voltage recovers to 799.9 V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:55:16</td>
<td>All Rack#1~#27 AC Contractor Open</td>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>AC Contractor Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:55:18</td>
<td>All Rack#1~#27 E-Stop Fault, MC/CB Open</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>MC/CB Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:55:20</td>
<td>Fire Alarm Level 1&amp;2</td>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Core main Breaker Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:55:45</td>
<td>IMD Fault</td>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>IMD Fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:55:50</td>
<td>Rack #15 MR LOC Diagnosis</td>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>MR LOC Diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:55:50</td>
<td>Novac 1230 Discharge</td>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Novac is discharged after 30Sec from Level 2 Alarm at 16:55:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:56:10</td>
<td>Rack #15, #17 air temperature measured in PCS starts to decrease</td>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Temperature decreased Rack #15 : 44.2°C, Rack #17 : 45.7°C, Probably due to the NOVEC 1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:44:08</td>
<td>Site Communication Loss</td>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>From this point, there is no data available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first cell voltage excursion that was noted in the data was at 16:54:30 April 19, 2019, when the Rack 15, Module 2 (second from the bottom) minimum cell voltage begins to drop from between approximately 4.097V and 4.061V to approximately 3.81V over approximately eight seconds. Approximately 10 seconds after the minimum cell voltage excursion, the air temperature inside the PCS in Rack 15 begins a gradual increase from approximately 43°C to 50°C over approximately 54 seconds. This is also the time when the positive current in Rack 15 was observed.

Twenty-two seconds before the peak temperatures of PCS 15 and PCS 17 are reached, the AC contactors open in all racks (1-27). Two seconds later, the E-stop fault occurs, and the Main
Contactor/Circuit Breaker (MC/CB) in the BPU opens. An additional two seconds later, the fire alarm level 1&2 occurs and the core main breaker opens. An IMD fault occurs 25 seconds later, followed by the Novec 1230 discharge.

Figure 12 Event data plot created by LG Chem.\textsuperscript{14}

The fire department received an alarm at 17:41, over 45 minutes after the McMicken BESS Fire Alarm Level 1 & 2. Smoke was observed in the area of Deer Valley Road and Grand Avenue (near the McMicken location), and the Surprise Fire Department was dispatched.

\textsuperscript{14} Time zone changes cause the data to be offset by 3 hours.
Site Inspection

After the incident, the McMicken site was electrically isolated from the grid by APS and there was no longer an electrical connection between the storage system and the electrical grid. The McMicken storage system contained in the container consisted of 378 modules contained in 27 racks. Each rack consisted of 14 modules connected in series. Each rack also consisted of a Power Conversion System (PCS; inverter and converter), Fluence Control Unit (SDU), Battery Protection Unit (BPU), Main Contactor (MC) and a Ground Fault detector (IMD).

The inspection of the container was complicated by the fact that the modules were charged to approximately 90% SOC and each rack in the system was energized with an output voltage of 794 V. The energized racks posed an electrical shock and arc flash hazard and the safety of the modules were unknown. Hence an initial inspection inside the container was not performed. It was decided by APS to follow the inspection process as shown in the flow chart of Figure 13.
Clearing of the Hallway.

Identify the origin.

Remove and discharge the modules for all the racks except racks 13, 15 and 17.

Remove module interconnects for racks 13, and 17. Inspect the container.

Discharge the modules for racks 13 and 17.

Inspect rack 15. Secure rack for evidence storage.

Remove the modules from rack 15.

Inspect modules from rack 13, 15, 17 and the PCS.

Figure 13 Inspection sequence.
The hallway in the container separating the two sets of module racks was filled with debris (see Figure 14 through Figure 16) after the incident and was not accessible. In Figure 16, the sampling tube for the very early smoke detection apparatus (VESDA) can be seen hanging down because of heat exposure. It was noted that artifacts stored in the vacant racks, close to the door were consumed by fire.

Figure 14 The hallway separating the odd numbered and even numbered module racks.
Figure 15 The hallway.
The debris was removed, logged, and inspected. Once the hallway was cleared, the racks were inspected. The rack identified as the most likely origin was Rack 15 (see Figure 17). All the racks in the container sustained smoke damage. Racks 13 and 17 were adjacent to Rack 15 and sustained minor thermal damage in addition to smoke damage. Rack 15 showed fire damage extending from the bottom of the door to the top of the rack (see Figure 18 through Figure 20). The wiring conduit, wiring trays and general wiring above Rack 15 also sustained significant fire damage. Rack 15 was left intact.
Fire Damage Observed

Exponent did not enter the container until most undamaged modules had been discharged. However, Exponent was provided with photographs prior to the removal of many components. The burn damage was concentrated near and around Rack 15.

Figure 17 Photograph showing the hallway and lower areas of racks. Rack 15 shows the most significant heat damage.
Figure 18 Photograph showing heat damage to the lower-middle section of Rack 15.
Figure 19 Photograph showing heat damage to the middle-upper section of Rack 15.
Figure 20 Photograph showing heat damage to the upper section of Rack 15.
Figure 21 The odd numbered racks which includes Rack 15.

**Liquid Intrusion Observations**

During site-examinations, observations of liquid intrusion into the McMicken BESS were made. These are described in more detail in a subsequent section.

**Battery Module Connection Observations**

While modules were being disconnected to be removed from the BESS for discharge, a few of the external jumper cables which connected the modules together were observed to be loose. On at least one module, there appeared to be a white residue and discoloration on the terminals (see Figure 22). Additional observations relating to this are described later in the report. Exponent was not permitted in the BESS to observe disassembly.
Figure 22 Likely corrosion observed on module terminals.

Key Observations

Inspection of the McMicken container showed that the origin of the fire was Rack 15. The remaining 26 racks sustained external thermal and smoke damage.
Data Analysis

LG Chem provided an analysis of the log data obtained during the incident\textsuperscript{15}. The module data was limited and only captured eight seconds of data after the first cell voltage anomaly was reported. However, at the systems level, the “Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Voltage” and the “Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Current” continued to be recorded until the Rack 15 breaker opened at 16:55:18.

Key Observations

Based on the data that was obtained, four significant observations can be made:

1. Cell 7 pair in Module 2 shows a drop in voltage from an unknown voltage above 4.06 V to 3.81 V in eight seconds.

2. The current transducer located between modules 1-7 and modules 8-14 indicates a reverse (discharge) current flowed during the failure event. This suggests current flowed from an unknown module located between module 1-7 and a second location electrically on the modules 8-14 side of the current transducer, which includes, the wiring, and modules 8-14, the BPU, SDU and PCS.

3. Rack 15 isolation resistance changes were recorded by the IMD prior to the failure event.

4. The humidity in the container increased significantly three days prior to the failure event, as will be discussed in more detail later.

5. The role of the PCS units in the incident, if any, has not been fully investigated at the time of this report.

Captured and Stored System Data

Exponent reviewed the data file, and according to LG Chem and Fluence, Rack 15 cell average, minimum and maximum cell voltages, and modules temperatures for the modules in the racks were recorded and logged (see Figure 23).

\textsuperscript{15} 190528\_Arizona McMicken Log Analysis_v6.pptx
The DAS sampling intervals at McMicken were as follows: (19.4.30)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source Name</th>
<th>Sampling Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BMS</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCS</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTAC</td>
<td>5 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bender</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 23 Data acquisition sample rates.\(^{16}\)

Certain parameters were logged when the system was operational. The following subset of data captured in the “Core 01 Node 15 BMS_2019-04-19.xlsx” file was reviewed in this analysis:

- **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Battery Modules per Rack** – Each module has 2 Battery Management System (BMS) control circuits on one circuit board, each BMS monitors a sub module of 7 series cell pairs in the battery module. The two BMS control circuits together form the modules BMS (MBMS). The MBMS in each battery module is monitored by the rack BMS (RBMS) through a Controller Area Network (CAN) bus.

- **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Heartbeat** – This is a counter that determines whether the BMS is active.

- **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Cell Balancing Status** – When true, it implies the cell balancing in the modules are active. However, this feature and the column “Core 01 Node 15 BMS Remaining Balancing Time” is not fully understood.

- **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Cell Sum Voltage** – This is the sum of the voltages of the 196 cells in the rack.

- **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Module 01 Max Module Temp to Core 01 Node 15 BMS Module 14 Max Module Temp** – The maximum temperatures reported by the modules.

- **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack Avg. Cell Voltage** – This is the average voltage of the 196 cell pairs in the rack. The data is not sensitive to single cell voltage excursions and due to the rack total of 14 modules, not sensitive to minor module voltage changes.

\(^{16}\) 190528_Arizona McMicken Log Analysis_v6.pptx
• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Current** – The current going into the rack and out of the rack under normal operating conditions. The current is measured between modules 7 and 8.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Voltage** – The rack DC voltage is measured at the BPU. The rack voltage is a different measurement compared to the “Cell Sum Voltage” and there may be a small difference between these measurement values. The reason for this is the BMS Rack Voltage accounts for voltage drops in the rack, and the cell sum voltage is purely a sum of all 196 cells voltages in the rack. Compared to the BMS Rack DC Voltage, the Core 01 Node 15 BMS Cell Sum Voltage should be equal when the rack is at rest, higher when the rack is discharged and lower when the rack is charging.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack Max. Cell Voltage** – The maximum cell pair (parallel) voltage in the rack which consists of a 196S 2P cell stack.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack Max. Module Temperature** – The highest module temperature in the rack.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack Max./Min. Cell Voltage Location** – The module with the highest and lowest cell voltage.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack Max./Min. Cell Voltage Number** – The cell location in the identified module (spread across the 14 modules) that has the highest and lowest cell voltage.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack Min. Cell Voltage** – The voltage of the lowest voltage cell in the rack.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack SOC** – The state of charge of the rack.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS RBMS S/W Version** – The rack BMS software version.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Remaining Balancing Time** – How long it will take to balance the cells in the rack.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Fan Operation Fault** – Alarm showing whether a fan is operational or not.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS Fan Status** – Whether a fan is running or not.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS MBMS Communication Loss** – Indication of whether communication to a module BMS is lost.

• **Core 01 Node 15 BMS MBMS Loss of Communication Events Count** – Count of lost communication events.
Failure Data Limitations

The BESS data logging system implemented at the McMicken site was found to have data logging limitations which limited the information and hence made a detailed failure investigation at module and cell level challenging. It seems the system was designed to capture data for normal operations at systems level and hence individual cell voltages were not recorded. At the rack cell level, cell voltage data capturing was limited to the minimum (min), maximum (max), cell sum and average rack-cell voltages. This means that the cell voltages of the remaining cells were not available, for example, if the lowest cell in the module racks voltage was recorded, there was no voltage recording of the adjacent cells in the module, nor the state of the other modules cells in the module rack. The same applies to the high voltage recording. The method of recording data had additional limitations, for example:

- The sample rate of data that was logged was slow at 1 sample for every two seconds (see Figure 23 and Figure 24). The data logger takes a snapshot of the minimum cell voltage data every two seconds, similar to a photo that is taken – this means that the data does not indicate a rising, falling or static value.

![Figure 24](image)

Figure 24 The data captured for the minimum voltage in the system at the time of the incident.

- It is just a voltage level that the data logger captured at that point in time. Hence, the shape and slope of the voltage data cannot be determined. Limiting the data acquisition to only minimum, maximum, average values and cell sum voltage created another challenge. The
The first challenge is that measurements need to be sensitive and accurate in the millivolt range, depending on rounding, and single cell voltage excursions or multi cell voltage excursions may be diluted within the 196 cells in the rack cell stack data. The data acquisition system response to high-frequency events or fast voltage transients at the multi-cell level may produce data that appears to be similar to low frequency single cell pair voltage excursions.

- In the case where a cell becomes the minimum voltage in the rack and it is therefore being recorded, the data does not capture its initial cell voltage state prior to becoming the low cell voltage measurement.

- The data does not show what happens to the cell voltage in between the two second data points. For example, if the cell voltage has higher frequency fluctuations than the data logger sample rate, then the true voltage signal is not reproducible with the recorded data and is therefore unknowable.

![Figure 25 Example of signal aliasing using the incident excursion data points.](image)
An example of signal aliasing is shown in Figure 25. The sample rate is 0.5Hz which is too slow to accurately recreate a higher frequency signal. Excel tends to connect the data points based on the type of graph template that was selected. This can result in an undue confidence in understanding the true signal characteristics. The blue profile was artificially created using the data points. The red profile was also artificially created from the data points. Hence, the data points do not provide information on the frequency of the signal and hence by signal association, a specific failure mode cannot be identified. The data of the minimum voltage during the incident is shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26.

Figure 26 A partial list of data points during the incident.
From the log entries, at 19:54:28, module 1 cell 4 had the lowest cell voltage recorded at 4.061V. At 19:54:30, the data logger recorded Module 2 Cell 7 pair voltage at 3.992V. At each subsequent two second intervals, the data logger recorded Module 2, Cell 7 pair voltages. The data points were plotted and are shown in Figure 24. It is not known what Module 2 Cell 7 pair voltages behavior was in between the two second recording intervals – this is due to signal aliasing. Hence, it is not known whether the voltage signal was a low frequency signal or a high frequency signal as illustrated in Figure 25. Additionally, it is not known if other cells became the lowest voltages in the rack within these 2 second intervals.

- The data for minimum cell voltage and maximum cell voltage is not individually recorded for each module. Again, data recording was setup at systems level assuming 196 cells in series and not separated into module data sets.

- Not all the cells in a module or submodule are exactly the same. There will be a weakest cell pair and a strongest cell pair. In the cell racks there will be a weakest module and a strongest module. The weakest cell pair will charge and discharge the fastest and hence, when a module is loaded, the weakest cell pair with the lowest voltage will be recorded. Therefore, depending on the cells in the rack’s state of charge, during the end of discharge or at the end of charge:
  - The modules with the weakest cell pairs will, typically during charge, show the highest cell voltage and during discharge the lowest cell pair voltage.
  - The modules with the heathiest cell pairs will show the lowest voltage during charge and the highest voltage during discharge.

Therefore, in any operating state, of the 196 cells, there will be a cell pair that registers the highest cell voltage and a cell pair that registers the lowest cell voltage.

- The cell level data was available for eight seconds until the CAN BUS failed at approximately 19:54:38. However, at systems level, the “Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Voltage” and the “Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Current” continued to be recorded until the rack breaker opened at 19:55:18.

- There is evidence of what appears to be cell voltage fluctuations in the lowest cell voltage measurement (see Figure 26). For example, during the charge cycle, the low cell voltage data for module 5, cell 8, changed in the time period 19:54:22 to 19:54:26, from 4.057V, to 4.059V to 4.058V. This change in voltage is considered abnormal and the reason for this
observation is not known and should be further investigated. It is not known why the voltage fluctuation occurred.

**Laboratory Parallel Cell Pair Voltage Profile Characterization**

The slow data acquisition rate and the effects of aliasing limited the information of the voltage data of Module 2 Cell 7 pair. It is therefore not known (and unknowable) whether the voltage profile was a high frequency or a low frequency voltage event (see Figure 25) and hence it is unknown whether the profile was associated with arcing and rapid changes in the module cell voltages as a result of external arcing.

**Module Level Test**

A test was designed to evaluate the hypothesis that the thermal event in the McMicken BESS initiated in cell number 7 in the module. The objective was to force a thermal event to begin at this particular cell in an exemplar module and observe heat generation, heat transfer indicators, and analyze the failure damage sequence and patterns.

**Test Setup**

A Model EM048128P6B4BMA ESS battery module (similar to the McMicken modules) was instrumented and utilized for the test. All 14 cell-pair temperatures were recorded by sliding a thermocouple between the cells (see Figure 27). High-temperature, fiberglass insulated thermocouples were used for the testing. An additional thermocouple was attached to the outer part of Cell 7 (see Figure 28). Thermocouples were attached to the negative busbar at the front-facing side of the fuse, and towards the middle of the module (see Figure 29). Thermocouples were also attached to the exterior of the module casing on the bottom plate and the upper plate at the front, middle, and rear locations (see Figure 30).
Figure 27 Photograph showing the installation of voltage taps and cell thermocouples.

Figure 28 Photograph showing the thermocouple attached to the outer surface of the Cell 7 pair.
Cell voltage sensing conductors were spliced in with the module voltage sensing conductors (high-temperature, fiberglass thermocouple wire was used to withstand the temperature; also see Figure 27). Wires were routed out of the enclosure through small holes drilled into the side panels and were run through fiberglass sheathing for protection.

An approximately 350 W self-adhesive heat pad was attached to the outer surface of the Cell 7 pair (see Figure 31) and used to initiate the thermal runaway.
Since the earliest evidence to date indicates that the McMicken incident occurred during the charging state, a DC power supply (TDK-Lambda) was used to charge the module in constant current – constant voltage mode with approximately 30 A during the initiation of the thermal runaway event. When the charger was turned on immediately prior to the test, the constant voltage setting was 56.5 V.

A communication cable was connected to the module and the RBMS measurements were recorded via an attached computer with the LGC BenchLink Data Logger (see Figure 32). Additionally, a Bender Iso685 insulation monitoring device was connected to measure the insulation resistance. The case of the module was connected to building ground via a wire on the rear of the case.
Test Procedure

The test began when the Cell 7 pair heating pad was turned ON (using 110V AC). The DC power supply was turned on to supply approximately 30A of current to charge the module. At approximately 8 minutes, the charge current and heater were turned OFF to evaluate if thermal runaway was taking place. At approximately 10 minutes into the test, the charge current was turned back ON, and at approximately 14 minutes, the heater was turned back ON. When thermal runaway was confirmed audibly and visually, the heater was turned OFF.

Test Result

The test result (see Figure 34) shows that when one cell in the parallel cell pair goes into thermal runaway, the second cell will compensate for the parallel pair voltage and attempt to keep the cell pair voltage close to the original state of charge cell pair voltage. In the test the initial voltage after approximately eight seconds dropped from approximately 4.09V to 4.05V and took approximately 85 seconds to reach 3.8V. The intermittent voltage drops are likely to be instrumentation related and not to the cells themselves. To validate this voltage profile, the
test was repeated using only one parallel cell pair and causing one cell to go into thermal runaway – similar to the module test.

![Diagram of Module Parallel Cell Pair 7 Thermal Runaway]

**Figure 33 Voltage profile of Cell 7 pair during thermal runaway event inside the module.**

**Cell Pair Level Test**

Two parallel JP3 cells, similar to the McMicken module cells were used for the test. The cells were pre-charged to 4.08V (a cell voltage similar to the McMicken cells prior to the incident) using a constant current (CC, 32A) – constant voltage (CV, 4.08V) charge profile with a charge cutoff at 3.2A. A patch heater rated at ~350W was attached to the bottom cell to initiate thermal runaway as shown in Figure 34. The top and bottom cells were held in-situ using plastic enclosures which keeps them physically separated as shown in Figure 35. The cells were connected in parallel using copper bus-bars (as shown in Figure 36) and charged using an external power supply set at 4.2V, 30A while the bottom cell was initiated to failure. The heater
was disconnected when the cell went into thermal runaway. The thermocouple locations are identified by the red arrows in Figure 34 and Figure 35.

Figure 34. Patch heater attached to the bottom cell with Kapton tape.

Figure 35. Cells held in-situ using the module plastic cassettes.
Figure 36. Top and bottom cells connected in parallel using copper bars.

Test Result

The test result (see Figure 37) shows that when one cell in the parallel cell pair goes into thermal runaway, the second cell will compensate for the parallel pair voltage and attempt to keep the cell pair voltage close to the original state of charge cell pair voltage. In the test, the initial voltage, after approximately eight seconds, dropped from approximately 4.09V to 4.05V and took approximately 83 seconds to reach 3.8V. This voltage profile is very similar to the module test voltage profile.
Figure 37 The voltage profile for a parallel JP3 cell pair thermal runaway event.

**Comparison to Incident Voltage Profile**

The test results of a single cell failure in a parallel cell configuration were compared to the incident voltage profile as shown in Figure 38.
Figure 38 The incident and the cell level test thermal runaway voltage profile comparison.

In Figure 38 the red line is the incident voltage excursion. The blue line is the tested parallel cell with single cell thermal runaway event. Three tests, a single cell thermal runaway event (green data in Figure 38), a module level test and a parallel cell level test (blue data in Figure 38) show that the incident profile is not representative of the cell failure in a parallel cell pair configuration. Testing shows that the voltage profile for a single cell thermal runaway in a parallel configuration is closely reproducible, however this observation is based of limited sample testing. The same test should be conducted in a fully functional rack for further verification.

Based on the parallel cell test results, which matches the configuration in the incident, the incident voltage profile does not match the test result profile and hence it is unlikely that a single cell failure caused the observed voltage excursion. The single cell test, where a single cell was removed from a parallel cell pair in a module for testing, appears to have a somewhat
similar voltage profile to the incident voltage profile, but this configuration is fundamentally different than what was installed in the BESS and hence the single cell voltage profile is fundamentally different compared to a parallel cell voltage profile.

**Failure Event Data Analysis**

Data analysis was performed using the recorded data from three independent sources, the BMS DC rack voltage measurement, the rack DC current transducer and the CAN BUS data from the modules.

**Rack Voltage and Current Data Analysis**

The module data was limited and only captured eight seconds of data after the first cell voltage excursion was reported. However, at systems level, the “Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Voltage” and the “Core 01 Node 15 BMS Rack DC Current” continued to be recorded until the rack breaker opened at 19:55:18. A selected set of data is show in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Rack DC Voltage</th>
<th>DC Rack Current</th>
<th>Sum of Cell Voltages</th>
<th>Difference in Voltage</th>
<th>Vmaximum</th>
<th>Vminimum</th>
<th>Vaverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19:53:52</td>
<td>795.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>4.079</td>
<td>4.039</td>
<td>4.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:02</td>
<td>795.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>797.2</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>4.079</td>
<td>4.040</td>
<td>4.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:04</td>
<td>797.9</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>799.1</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>4.089</td>
<td>4.054</td>
<td>4.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:20</td>
<td>799.2</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>800.1</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>4.095</td>
<td>4.059</td>
<td>4.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:28</td>
<td>799.2</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>800.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>4.097</td>
<td>4.061</td>
<td>4.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:30</td>
<td>799.9</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>800.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>4.098</td>
<td>3.992</td>
<td>4.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:32</td>
<td>799.5</td>
<td>-29.8</td>
<td>800.2</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>4.097</td>
<td>4.002</td>
<td>4.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:36</td>
<td>799.5</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>800.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>4.097</td>
<td>3.853</td>
<td>4.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:38</td>
<td>799.9</td>
<td>-27.9</td>
<td>800.5</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>4.097</td>
<td>3.818</td>
<td>4.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:54:40</td>
<td>796.1</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>Data lost</td>
<td>Data lost</td>
<td>Data lost</td>
<td>Data lost</td>
<td>Data lost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the data was analyzed the following was noted:

- When the cells in the rack charge, the cumulative internal resistance of the cells and the wiring voltage drop cause a difference between the Rack 15 DC voltage and the sum of the
rack cell voltages. It is not understood why the rack voltage is lower than the accumulative cell voltage during the charge cycle.

- A single cell voltage excursion cannot positively be identified or accounted for (see Appendix D);
- Evidence in the Rack 15 voltage data suggest multi-cell pair voltage excursions and not exclusively a single cell pair voltage excursion (see Appendix E).

The first negative voltage excursion cannot be accounted for in the voltage parameters stored in the logged data. The data logging algorithm is not clearly understood and it is therefore possible that the voltage data captured, could be an artifact of fast intermittent arc discharges. A sequential cell voltage measuring algorithm starting at cell 1 and ending at cell 196, may for example only capture certain cells voltage excursions if the module or rack voltage is disturbed in a fast-negative voltage transient, typically associated with intermittent arcing. This might have diluted the transient effect in the data and may explain the fact that the average voltage calculation was not affected. An understanding of system measurement accuracy, noise and characterization testing are required for further investigation.

The uncertainty of the voltage data analysis may support multi-cell fast negative voltage transient events. This observation is supported by the test data showing that a single cell failure voltage profile is not consistent with the incident Module 2 Cell 7 voltage profile. Testing is recommended to understand the effects of fast negative voltage transient events, and how the data acquisition system capture this data, so that a better understanding of the logged data can be obtained.

A current was observed at the time of the first parallel cell pair voltage excursion. An example of a normal charge current is shown in Figure 39. The DC current return to zero ampere after a small positive peak. It is not understood why this positive (discharge) current peak is present in the data. According to LG Chem, the 10 AC current is normal.
The incident current profile is shown in Figure 40 and is different. The Rack 15 current transitions from a charge (negative current) current to a discharge (positive current) current and continue to be present until Rack 15’s breaker opens. When compared to the normal charge profile, this discharge current is abnormal. Again, signal aliasing likely does not show the actual current profile and hence current peaks could have been significantly higher between data points. When it is considered that the cells in Rack 15 are floating with respect to the rack (isolated from the rack), the only plausible way this current can be present is when there are two simultaneous electrical isolation faults in rack 15. This evidence supports a double electrical isolation failure due to the current measured by the current transducer located between modules 1-7 and modules 8-14.
Figure 40 The abnormal end of charge current profile prior and during the failure event.

The charge current and unknown positive discharge current excursions were noted (see Figure 41) prior to the incident and should be further investigated.

Figure 41 Discharge current excursions.
Rack 15 Electrical Isolation Analysis

It was noted that electrical isolation excursions were reported by the IMD before and during the failure event as shown in Figure 42.\textsuperscript{17}

![Image of electrical isolation data](image_url)

Figure 42 IMD data showing electrical isolation excursions.

The IMD resistance excursion indicates a single point electrical isolation failure or a double point electrical isolation failure. The data does not have sufficient information to distinguish between a single or a double point electrical isolation failure event. This suggests that the cell stack was not floating freely and electrical isolation between the cells and Rack 15 frame was momentarily compromised before and during the failure event. This evidence further supports an electrical isolation failure between modules 1-7 and modules 8-14. Exponent is aware of prior IMD electrical insulation resistance excursions, and these need to be further investigated.

\textsuperscript{17} This data set is the full IMD data set provided to Exponent leading up to the voltage excursion.
Key Observations:

The following key observations were noted:

- The module level event data was only recorded for eight seconds following the parallel Cell 7 pair voltage excursion. The DC Rack 15 voltage and current were recorded and available until Rack 15’s breaker opened, for approximately 48 seconds following the parallel Cell 7 pair voltage excursion. The sequence of the logged Module 2 parallel Cell 7 pair voltage data, Rack 15’s DC voltage data, Rack 15’s DC current data are three independent measurements that were recorded.

- Testing performed by Exponent at the module and parallel cell pair level has shown that the Module 2 parallel Cell 7 pair voltage profile is not representative of a single cell failure event in a parallel cell pair configuration.

- The parallel Cell 7 pair excursion voltage could not be accounted for in all the stored voltage parameters. The characteristics of the data logger may mask fast negative voltage transient events.

- Rack 15’s DC discharge current suggests a double point electrical isolation failure mechanism that was caused by fault current flow between modules 1-7 and modules 8-14. The DC rack discharge current coincides with the corresponding heating detected in the PCS. The rack DC current could have been associated with arcing and subsequent fire, causing the observed PCS heating.
McMicken Module Performance Analysis

In order to inspect Rack 15, the site had to be cleared of any risk of electrical shock. The energized modules had to be discharged to 0% SOC so that they could be safely stored.

With the exception of Racks 13, 15 and 17, the modules from the remaining racks were sequentially discharged, starting at Rack 1 and module 14.

Module Discharge and Inspection

Exponent personnel participated in the development of the disassembly protocol and witnessed the disassembly. Prior to the discharge task, the modules were first removed from the container in a deliberate, methodical, one-by-one process.

The modules were then discharged, inspected, photo documented and then stored. Once identified modules were discharged, the modules from Racks 13 and 15 were removed and discharged. A total of 361 modules were discharged as found (see Figure 43).

Figure 43 Module discharge count.
It was noted that the modules were smoke damaged and some modules showed thermal damage to the front cover. In three modules, Rack 20, module 14, Rack 24, module 14 and Rack 5, module 6, the MBMS seemed to be damaged as a result of the incident. These modules were discharged by replacing the MBMS and the modules discharged normally.

During discharge it was noted that the Rack 13, module 8 (see Figure 44) positive terminal heated during discharge. The module discharge current was reduced from 64A to 20A to maintain a terminal temperature at or below 50°C. The module was inspected but the terminals could not be inspected as they were covered. It was also noted that the Rack 17, module 7 positive power terminal heated to 40°C during discharge of the module. The cause of the terminal heating was not investigated.

![Figure 44 Module 8, Rack 13.](image-url)
Figure 45 Module 7 Rack 17.

Figure 46 Module 7 Rack 17 power terminals.
White residue was observed on several modules including Rack 17, modules 7 and 8 (see Figure 45 and Figure 48). Module terminals in Rack 17, for example modules 7, 8 and 9 showed...
evidence of a white residue at the contact area of the positive terminal. This observation was not consistent across all the module terminals. Rack 13 could not be inspected because the terminals were covered.

Figure 49 Module power terminals.

Figure 50 Module power terminals.
Figure 51 BPU in the rack.

Analysis of Module Discharge Data

The discharge data was analyzed to identify abnormal module discharge behavior or modules with cells that are behaving abnormally. A total of 366 battery modules were discharged at the McMicken site and the data for 360 were evaluated as part of the current analysis (2 were spare modules). Rack 15 and modules with a submodule cell imbalance or showing a communication error likely due to a damaged MBMS circuit board were not evaluated. These modules are:

- 3 Modules could not initially be discharged
  - Rack 5, module 6 (Red/Green)
  - Rack 20, module 14 (Red)
  - Rack 24, module 14 (Red/Green)
- 1 Module had a submodule cell imbalance prior to discharge
  - Rack 2, module 13
- The modules in Rack 15 could not electrically be discharged due to the extensive thermal damage and were not considered in this analysis.
The cell imbalance in the modules were evaluated prior to and after the module was discharged. Cell pairs that are damaged or defective likely will have less capacity, discharge faster than the neighboring cells and show a large cell imbalance in the module. The data in Figure 52 to Figure 54 shows the rack on the Y-axes. Rack X101 is Rack 1. The X-axes show the module and 01 will be module 1 which is located at the bottom of the module rack.

Figure 52 The modules at McMicken cell voltage difference after the incident and prior to discharge.
Figure 53 The modules at McMicken cell voltage difference after the incident and after discharge was complete.

The cell voltage imbalance analysis did not show any outlier cell pairs. The higher voltage deviation after discharge is a characteristic of the cells.
The discharge capacity left in the modules after the incident was calculated and is shown in Figure 54. The discharge of the modules was not automated and hence variation may have occurred. However, the data supports the cell imbalance analysis and the cells in the tested modules behaved in a very similar manner and were well matched.

**Key Observations**

The following key observations were noted:
- Three modules experienced MBMS failures likely because these modules were at the top of the racks and hence exposed to the highest temperatures. However, the MBMS failed safe and upon replacement of the MBMS, the modules discharged safely. A fourth module had a submodule imbalance – this module also discharged safely. Rack 15 modules all went into thermal runaway and were not functional to test.

- Two modules showed an elevated positive terminal temperature during discharge. It was noted that a white residue was present on the positive terminals on three of the modules, including a module that showed elevated positive terminal temperature. The cause of the terminal heating and white residue were not further investigated.

- The remaining modules all functioned as intended and discharged safely.

- Even after the modules were exposed to extreme temperatures, the discharged cells in the analyzed modules performed very similarly. There were no module and cell outliers when the cell imbalance voltage and module discharge capacity were reviewed.
Inspection and Removal of Rack 15

Rack 15 was the last rack to be inspected. Rack 15 was inspected and it was observed that the rack was completely consumed by the fire.

The inspection showed that the center area of the module enclosure melted away to form a circular feature. Molten aluminum could be observed dripping from rack module to rack module and puddles of aluminum could be observed on the floor. The floor was covered with black soot.

Inspecting the face of the rack showed an interesting feature on the floor. There was an oval section of the floor right in front of the rack, exposing the original floor paint (see Figure 55). This suggests that debris covered the floor prior to soot coloring the floor.

Figure 55 Floor in front of Rack 15.
Spatter could be observed on the wall. The spatter coincided with the location of the inverter fans. Inspection of the inverter fans showed the fans were clogged with debris (see Figure 56 and Figure 57).
Figure 56 Wall behind the racks.

Figure 57 PCS (Inverter) from Rack 15 with clogged fan vents.

The door was removed and inspected (see Figure 58 to Figure 60). Debris of an unknown source was observed to be attached to the screen of the door in the general location of module 3’s fan and power terminals.
Figure 58 Rack 15 door.
Once the door was removed the front panels of the modules in Rack 15 could be inspected. It was noted that debris could be observed on the screen of the door, including in the general area of module 3’s fan and power terminals.

Figure 60 Rack 15 door with debris attached to the screen of the door.
The front plastic covers of the modules were completely consumed in the fire. The PCS, BPU and SDU were also completely consumed in the fire.

Figure 61 Rack 15, module 11.
Inspecting the exposed sides of the modules showed evidence of melting, perhaps associated with arcing on the right side of module 11 (See Figure 61). The reason for the melting of the case is not known. The left sides of the modules were intact. It was noted that the external busbar of module 3 at the positive power terminal was electrically open and appears to be arc damaged (see Figure 62).

On rear covers of the modules there were interesting artifacts (see Figure 63). Modules 2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 13 and 14 show circular artifacts on their rear covers. All the artifacts seem to be independent to the specific module, except in the case of Module 3 and Module 2, which seem to share the same artifact. Black plastic drippings were observed.
Figure 63 Rear module covers of Rack 15. Module 1 is at the bottom and module 14 at the top below the BPU.
Modules 12, 13 and 14 show significantly more soot damage compared to the remaining modules.

Individual components of each module were tagged and bagged. The cells were grouped in the same order and containerized in a wooden box for shipping.

The wiring from Rack 15 to the panel was inspected. The power cable was a shielded power cable. It was noted that the rack power cable ground shield was connected to ground at the rack frame but at the panel the rack power cable shield did not seem to be electrically connected (see Figure 64). It is not known what effect this will have on the system common mode noise.

![Figure 64 Rack 15 power cable ground conductor.](image-url)
Key Observations

Our key observations are as follows:

- Module 11 showed melting damage on the right side of its enclosure, likely due to arcing between the internal negative busbar and the aluminum enclosure.

- Module 3 positive terminal and external busbar shows thermal damage likely due to arcing from the positive terminal to module 4’s interconnecting busbar.

- The ground shield of the power cable from Rack 15 to the panel was disconnected from ground. Although the shield was grounded at the rack, it is not known what effect this observation had on the common mode noise for Rack 15— if any.

- The cause of the artifacts observed on the back covers of the modules, are likely due to the expansion of the cell stack and the resulting cell and or sense conductors touching the grounded enclosure. This observation indicates that the cells in Rack 15 were not electrically floating (electrically isolated from the rack frame) at the time the arcing occurred. This is likely more evidence that the electrical isolation was breached prior to the arcing to the module enclosures and rack frame events.
Rack 15 Module Removal and Inspection

The disassembly of Rack 15 occurred at a Colwell Consulting facility in North Scottsdale. This rack was delivered intact as shown in Figure 65.

![Rack 15 prior to disassembly.](image)

Figure 65  Rack 15 prior to disassembly.

The rack was then disassembled by removing the front cover as shown in Figure 66 with the modules tagged.
Figure 66 Rack 15 with front cover removed.

The modules were then disassembled individually. The disassembly was done by removing the module cover, front and rear plates, and then removing cells (where possible); in some cases, the individual cells could not be removed separately and multiple cells were removed.

The modules were inspected at Safety Engineering Laboratories located in Warren, Michigan. All 14 modules in Rack 15 were opened and inspected. The electrical arcing in the modules were noted as shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68.
Figure 67 The front and right view of Rack 15. The red marked areas show the arcing at the positive and negative terminals, internal busbars, cell tab interconnects as well as on the metal front cover plate of Module 2.
Figure 68 Rear and left side of Rack 15. The red marked areas show the arcing at module rear plates, internal busbars and cell tab interconnects.
Arcing to the module enclosure shows evidence that the rack was not floating or isolated at the time the arcing occurred. The arcing was mapped as shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68 using red blocks indicating the location and extent of the arcing.

**Key Observations**

The following observations were made based on the arcing observed in the modules:

- The arcing did not show the origin of the event.
- The arcing patterns in the modules and rack do not provide sufficient evidence to support a single cell failure event as the root cause of the rack fire.
- The arcing to the rack frame and the module enclosures indicates that the cells were not electrically isolated from the rack at the time the arcing occurred.
- The arcing is predominant in the front right side of the modules.
- Module 3 positive terminal sustained severe arcing damage.
- In Module 2, Cell 14 arced to the front metal cover plate and Cell 7 in Module 2 arced to the rear lid securing tab.

Rack level failure testing needs to be performed to understand arcing behavior and patterns.
Cell Level Analysis

Introduction

In addition to the system level analysis, Exponent conducted analysis on exemplar and incident cells and assessed cell level data that was generated by other parties associated with this matter. The overall goal of this portion of the effort was to determine if the available data supported one of the two proposed routes to initiation of thermal runaway in the LGC JP3 cells installed in Rack 15. The two hypotheses for initiation of the thermal event were:

1. Internal Cell Short Circuit – An internal cell short circuit is a single point failure event that propagates to the full extent of the event. This hypothesis involves the formation of lithium plating in a cell which resulted in the establishment of a short circuit within the cell electrode stack that resistively heated, causing thermal runaway of the cell and propagation of thermal runaway to all the other cells in Rack 15.

2. External Cell Heating – There are various causes for external cell heating to occur, for example by external fire attack, resistive heating, or electrical arcing.

Other parties associated with this Matter assert that an internal cell fault, a short circuit, within one of the cells in Cell 7 pair of Module 2 is responsible for initiating cell thermal runaway that then propagated to the other cells in Rack 15. However, the data collected and analyzed to this point of the investigation does not support initiation of the Rack 15 thermal event by an internal cell fault. Rather, the data collected and analyzed to date tends to support initiation of cell thermal runaway through intense heating of the incident cells by an external heat source that is likely related to electrical arcing on Rack 15.

First, several concepts regarding lithium-ion cell operation and failure will be discussed and supported by literature references where appropriate. These concepts, and Exponent’s experience with the science and engineering of lithium-ion batteries provide a basis for analysis of the available data related to the thermal event in Rack 15. The literature and available data
support Exponent’s opinion that sufficient evidence to implicate internal cell short circuit as the initiator of the thermal event in Rack 15 does not currently exist.

**Lithium-ion Cell Operation and Failure Concepts**

**Short Circuit Characteristics**

Thermal runaway failure of a lithium-ion cell is not the inevitable outcome of an internal short circuit between positive and negative electrodes in the lithium-ion cell. As was shown by researchers from Celgard, a prominent lithium-ion cell separator manufacturer, the location of the short circuit within the cell and the resistance to current flow of the short circuit strongly influence the probability that thermal runaway will occur\(^\text{18}\). As described in the table below (excerpted from Reference 18), a low resistance short circuit capable of carrying sufficient current, deep within the electrode stack has a higher probability of causing thermal runaway than a high resistance short circuit located near the edge of the cell. This proven concept can be better understood by considering how a short circuit within a lithium-ion cell initiates thermal runaway and how the location of that short circuit determines how easily the heat that it generates can escape the cell.

Figure 69 A summary of short circuit location, type, power dissipating capability and probability of thermal runaway initiation. Copied from “Lithium-Ion Batteries: Advances and Applications”, G. Pistoia, editor, Elsevier Publishing, 2013, Page 450

A short circuit within a lithium-ion cell can be compared to a small resistance heater. The power dissipated by a resistance heater or a short circuit within a lithium-ion cell can be described by a simple relationship:

\[ P = I^2 R \]

Where \( P \) is equal to power dissipated as heat, \( I \) is equal to the current flowing through the short circuit, and \( R \) is equal to the resistance of the short circuit. Because the current term, \( I \), is squared, the best way to maximize \( P \) is to maximize the current flowing through the short circuit. This necessitates that \( R \), the resistance to current flow, is minimized. Because the cell chemistry and design dictate the maximum amount of current that can be produced, the value of \( R \) determines how much of the maximum current can flow through the short circuit. In simple terms, in order for \( P \) (and thus \( I \)) to approach its maximum, \( R \) must be at its minimum. A low resistance short circuit is the most capable of producing heat.

The location of the short circuit also plays a critical role in determining if the short circuit will result in a thermal runaway event. If we think of the materials that make up the cell as a type of thermal insulation, it becomes easy to understand why a short circuit near the center of the cell
has a much higher probability of causing a thermal runaway event than a short circuit near the edge of the cell.

A short circuit that is dissipating heat near the center of a cell is surrounded by cell materials that tend to insulate the heat source. The ability for the heat to escape the cell is hindered by this insulating effect. As a result, the heat generated by the short circuit is trapped and increases the temperature of the materials around it rather than escaping to the surroundings. A short circuit that is dissipating heat near the edge of a cell is in a different environment in that it is more likely to have less “insulating material” around it. As a result, the heat generated by a short circuit near the edge of a cell has a much better chance of escaping to the surroundings and this lowers the probability that heat will build within the cell and initiate a thermal runaway event.

**Lithium Plating in Lithium-ion Cells**

In some instances, the lithium ions that exist in the electrolyte of a lithium-ion cell can be electrochemically reduced to form lithium metal. This undesirable phenomenon causes performance issues and, in extreme cases, safety issues.

Performance issues arise because converting lithium ions to lithium metal is a largely irreversible process that can permanently remove lithium ions from the system. Removing lithium ions from the electrolyte has two performance related consequences. First, the relationship between the number of lithium ions participating in the cell reactions and the number of electrons that can be generated is 1:1. One lithium ion is required to produce one electron. Therefore, if lithium ions are removed from the system the capacity of the cell decreases. Second, lithium ions are responsible for carrying charge between the electrodes of the cell and the concentration of lithium ions in the electrolyte is directly proportional to the conductivity of the electrolyte. As the concentration of lithium ions goes down, the internal impedance of the cell goes up. The result is a loss in power capabilities for the cell. The overall result of these two consequences is a measurable decrease in cell performance.

Lithium metal is an electrical conductor and has the capability to establish short circuits in a lithium-ion cell as it deposits on the negative electrode and grows through the separator to the
positive electrode. However, the preferential morphology of a plated lithium deposit in a lithium-ion cell is a rod-like structure referred to as a dendrite. As can be seen in Figure 70, lithium dendrites are extremely thin whisker-like structures. Although dendrites are electrically conductive, their ability to carry current is limited by their size. In general, as the conducted current increases, the cross-sectional area of the conductor must increase to avoid the conductor resistively heating to its own melting point causing it to break the current path and “fuse open”. Because lithium dendrites have a small cross-sectional area and lithium metal has a relatively low melting point, lithium dendrites tend to fuse open before generating enough heat to cause thermal runaway.  

![Figure 70 A scanning electron micrograph of lithium dendrites.](image)

In extreme cases of lithium plating in lithium-ion cells, relatively thick, dense mats of lithium dendrites can form structures referred to as “dead lithium”. Dead lithium can have a cross-sectional area that is sufficient to carry enough short circuit current to result in the initiation of thermal runaway. The initiation of thermal runaway by dead lithium typically occurs when force concentrated by the physical size of the dead lithium causes rupture of the separator and establishment of a short circuit. Cells exhibiting dead lithium deposits are typically much lower

---

in capacity and much higher in impedance because the formation of dead lithium consumes a large quantity of lithium ions.

**External Heating as a Route to Thermal Runaway**

Once the interior of a lithium-ion cell has been heated to a sufficient temperature (usually about 180 °C; see Figure 71 below), exothermic decomposition of the positive electrode will cause rapid heating of the cell, ultimately leading to thermal runaway. As explained above, internal short circuits can only reach this temperature under specific conditions and with specific defects in the cell. In contrast, external heating is a reliable way to drive any lithium-ion cell into thermal runaway. Given enough external heat, every lithium-ion cell will reach this threshold and enter thermal runaway. The only criteria to consider is whether the external heat source (such as an electrical arc) has the energy and power needed to heat the cell to this critical temperature.

![Figure 71 Results of an accelerating-rate calorimetry test on a lithium-ion cell, showing the increasing rate of self-heating with increasing temperature.](image)

---

Despite the reliance on an external heat source, cells exposed to external heating may still propagate a fire or arcing incident farther and faster than it otherwise would have, leaving behind signatures that are similar to that of an ignition source. Cells that have entered thermal runaway due to external heating are thus sometimes mistakenly identified as the source of a fire. Every root cause analysis of a thermal runaway event must consider potential sources of external heating (such as electrical arcs from malfunctioning equipment) before attempting to claim that a defect in the cell must have been the cause of the failure.

**Flammable Gas Production**

Thermal runaway in lithium-ion cells is a highly exothermic process that generally results in the combustion of flammable materials within the cell. However, there is rarely enough oxygen present within the cell to facilitate complete combustion of the flammable materials. As early as 2005, researchers were able to show that the products of incomplete combustion during thermal runaway were, themselves, flammable gases.\(^{21}\)

Since this early work, substantial effort has focused on more clearly understanding the composition and quantity of the flammable gases produced during thermal runaway and the behavior of those gases in the presence of sufficient oxygen and a competent ignition source.\(^{22}\) Based on Golubkov et al.\(^{22}\), and other similar documents, the primary composition of the vent gases from a thermal runaway event are hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide (non-flammable) and a mixture of light hydrocarbon gases.

Under the correct conditions, flammable thermal runaway vent gases can combine with oxygen to form an explosive mixture.\(^{23}\) The plot in Figure 72, excerpted from Somandepalli et al.\(^{23}\), shows the peak pressure rise for hydrogen, methane and a simulated lithium-ion vent gas mixture after ignition in air. The left most intercept of each curve with the x-axis represents the

---

\(^{21}\) "Effects of additives on thermal stability of Li ion cells." Journal of power sources 146.1-2 (2005): 116-120

\(^{22}\) "Thermal Runaway Experiments on Consumer Li-ion Batteries with Metal Oxide and Olivin-type Cathodes" RSC Advances., 2014, 4, 3633

\(^{23}\) "Quantification of combustion hazards of thermal runaway failures in lithium-ion batteries." SAE International Journal of Alternative Powertrains 3.1 (2014): 98-104
lower explosive limit (LEL) and the right most intercept of each curve with the x-axis corresponds to the upper explosive limit (UEL). The explosivity window for lithium-ion vent gases is approximately mid-way between pure methane and pure hydrogen, consistent with the composition of actual and the simulated vent gas mixture.

The important outcome of this research is that methods exist to measure and understand the explosive behavior of lithium-ion battery vent gases in a way that makes engineering ventilation systems for stationary power storage facilities possible. A properly designed ventilation system could be capable of preventing the atmosphere within a container from ever reaching the LEL during a lithium-ion thermal runaway event.

Figure 72 Peak pressure rise vs. gas concentration in air for hydrogen, methane and simulated lithium-ion vent gas. Intercepts of the curves with the X-axis give the lower explosion limit and upper explosion limit for each gas composition. Excerpted from "Quantification of combustion hazards of thermal runaway failures in lithium-ion batteries." SAE International Journal of Alternative Powertrains 3.1 (2014): 98-104.
Data Analysis

In support of root cause determination, Exponent participated in several multi-party inspections of incident and non-incident cells and modules, generated and analyzed data, and undertook an analysis of data generated by other parties associated with this matter. Key aspects of this work are presented below. As was stated above, the information currently available is insufficient to conclusively establish root cause for the thermal incident.

Analysis of Cell Deposits

Deposits have been found on the negative electrode and adjacent separators of LGC JP3 cells installed in stationary energy storage systems. Figure 73 shows an example of one of these deposits that was discovered during an inspection related to this matter. Prior to Exponent’s involvement with this matter, one such deposit was inspected by LG Chem. Through a sophisticated approach involving monitoring the tip current of an atomic force microscope while the tip was over a deposit compared to the native electrode surface, it was determined that the deposit was non-conductive. The results of this analysis showed that deposits of this type have a high impedance, are non-conductive, and are unlikely to be pure lithium metal. It is
impossible for a non-conductive deposit to carry current, resistively heat and cause thermal runaway.

![Figure 73 Non-conductive negative electrode deposits.](image)

As a compliment to work done by LG Chem that determined the observed deposits were non-conductive, Exponent designed an experiment to characterize and establish a quantitative comparison of the conductivity of different collected negative electrode materials. Three coin cells were assembled as depicted in Figure 74. Coin Cell 1 did not have a sample in the “Sample” location. This cell is representative of a short circuit condition for this experimental set-up. Coin Cell 2 contained an exemplar negative electrode in the “Sample” location. This cell served as a baseline for the conductivity of the negative electrode assembly in the absence of a deposit. Coin Cell 3 contained a section of a negative electrode exhibiting a deposit.
Figure 74 Schematic of the experimental setup for conductivity testing of negative electrode materials.

Linear voltammetry is a common technique used to identify parameters of an electrochemical system. This technique involves a varying potential that increases linearly with time starting at some initial value at a sweep rate \( v \) (in V s\(^{-1}\)). As a result of the applied potential, the current rises from an initial value as the scan starts and attains a steady state value at each potential. The resulting relationship between potential and current can be used to estimate the parameters of an electrochemical cell including the Ohmic resistance.

**Experimental Parameters**

This experimental study was conducted on a Gamry Potentiostat Ref 600-05122 capable of handling a maximum current of 600 mA and a minimum current resolution of 20 aA. Table 3 Experimental Parameters provides a summary of the parameters used for the voltammetry testing of negative electrode materials.

---

### Table 3 Experimental Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Potential</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential Limit</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan Rate</td>
<td>9.99</td>
<td>mV/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step Size</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Experimental Results

Figure 75 Voltage – Current relationship for three different samples during a Voltammetry test.

![Voltage vs. Current Graph](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coin Cell</th>
<th>Resistance, mΩ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40,167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 75 shows the measured current as a function of the applied potential for each coin cell. These results were used to fit the internal resistance of each coin cell using Ohm’s Law. The internal resistance of each coin cell is the inverse of the slope of the Voltage – Current relationship. The substantially increased impedance does not support characterization of the deposit material as pure lithium metal. As was stated before, it is impossible for a non-conductive deposit to carry current, resistively heat and cause thermal runaway.

#### Non-conductive Deposit Behavior in Air

It is a fact that some of the observed non-conductive deposits were highly reactive in air. For deposit samples that showed reactivity, the most common behavior that shown in Figure 76. In
this instance the deposit turned from a dull gray color to white with the coincident formation of
gas bubbles. The white color and bubbly morphology are consistent with the exothermic
reaction of lithium metal with water in air to form lithium hydroxide and hydrogen gas.

In another example, a deposit that was adhered to the surface of a negative electrode and the
adjacent separator showed pyrophoric behavior when the separator was peeled back from the
surface of the electrode. This behavior is also consistent with the reaction of lithium metal in
air.

It is difficult to reconcile the facts that the deposits have been shown to be non-conductive and
that they have reactivity in air that is similar to that of conductive lithium metal. One likely
explanation is that the deposits contain lithium metal in an otherwise non-conductive matrix.
However, in the absence of thorough characterization of the composition and morphology of the
deposits, it is impossible to reach a conclusion regarding their impact on cell stability.

Figure 76 A deposit found during a multiparty inspection of a LGC JP3 cell showing behavior
consistent with the reaction of lithium upon exposure to air. The white color and
bubbly morphology are consistent with the exothermic reaction of lithium metal with
water.
LG Chem has included their safety-reinforced separator (SRS) in these cells in order to minimize the ability for lithium plating to result in a short circuit leading to thermal runaway. This separator has been specifically engineered to eliminate this risk.

The SRS is a hybrid design comprised of a microporous polymeric membrane coated on both sides with relatively dense organic/inorganic (O/I) protective layers with very small pore sizes. A cross-sectional view of the SRS and its layers is shown in Figure 77.

The SRS has two complementary features that address different risks associated with lithium plating. The first feature is the pore diameter of the O/I layer. The pore diameters are designed to be small enough to limit the size of any lithium dendrites growing through the separator. As discussed above, the power dissipated as heat ($P$) in a short circuit is dependent on the amount of current flowing through the short circuit. By constraining the pore diameters in the O/I layer,
and thus limiting the diameter of any lithium dendrites growing through it, the amount of current capable of flowing through the lithium dendrites is constrained.

The second feature is the mechanical strength provided by the inorganic layers. These layers prevent “dead lithium” from rupturing the separator. One path to a short circuit event from the presence of dead lithium is through physical damage to the separator due to the pressure exerted from this lithium plating.

Results from LG Chem mechanical tests performed on their SRS suggest it is extremely unlikely that any pressure exerted from dead lithium could cause a rupture and establish a short circuit. In the LGC testing, iron particles were forced into the SRS materials at approximately 300 kgf (≈3000 N), an unrealistically high load for the interior of a pouch cell, before they were able to penetrate the organic/inorganic protective layer (see Figure 78).

![Figure 78 Mechanical rupture test of LG Chem's SRS. (Left) Schematic of experimental setup. (Right) Rupture force of SRS compared to traditional polyethylene (PE) separator.](image)

Importantly, this experiment is very conservative when applied to dead lithium causing separator rupture in JP3 cells. First, lithium is substantially softer than iron. Second, the SRS in the JP3 cells is not constrained because these pouch cells are not rigidly fixed, providing ample space for the electrode and separator to move rather than cause rupture of the separator.
The combined physical properties of the SRS components and design of the cell make it highly unlikely for lithium plating in a JP3 cell to result in a short circuit leading to a thermal runaway.
Exponent was provided with computed tomography (CT) X-ray data of twenty-one cell pairs from modules 1 – 13 in Rack 15. Exponent analyzed this data with the intent of understanding any damage patterns that would help determine the root cause failure of Rack 15. The data is not consistent with an initiation from an internal short circuit but is consistent with an attack on the cells from an external heat source.

CT data sets were provided for between one and three cell pairs in each of the modules. The cell pairs scanned were only a certain selection of external cell pairs in the modules (cell pairs 7, 8 and 14). Markings were placed on the cells to note the installed orientation of the cell pair in the module (front/back, top/bottom). Due to their size, each cell pair was scanned in two separate CT data sets, split lengthwise along the cell pair (marked as left and right). The scans were performed at a voxel size of ~82μm, with the exception of cell pairs 7-1 and 7-2 from Module 2 and module 3 (voxel size of 42μm).

Exponent systematically reviewed the data to assess the damage from the thermal event. Thermal damage to the cells was observed, beyond what is typical for a thermal runaway. The damage was present either as large regions of bright features in the electrodes or as large sections of electrode missing. The industry viewing convention of CT data is denser materials correspond to brighter voxels. In this case, localized bright spots like those shown in Figure 79 are indicative of extreme heat or electrical activity (i.e. arcing) resulting in melted and re-solidified metal.
Figure 79 Representative 3D (left) and 2D (right) images of extensive cell damage in Rack 15. Almost all the cell pairs exhibited extensive damage to the electrodes. The damage to the cell pairs was observed to be in various combinations of large regions containing bright spots and missing electrodes as a result of the damage. The vast majority of the damage was concentrated on the cell edges. In some cases, the exterior damage spanned both cells in the pair.

The extent and location of the damage is not consistent with a thermal event due to an internal short circuit. Based on Exponent’s experience, the electrode damage is significantly more extensive than would be expected for a thermal runaway that only included the cells in the rack. Additionally, no damage patterns were observed that would clearly indicate an initiation from an internal short circuit. Conversely, the damage supports a scenario where there was an attack on the cells from an intense external heat source, such as electrical arcing on the modules and rack, capable of exceeding the melting point of copper (≈1085°C, a temperature not typically reached during thermal runaway).
Safety Engineering Labs (SEL) provided a data set purporting to show charge/discharge cycling and X-ray computed tomography (CT) of one JP3 format cell taken from an unknown module with an unknown history. After analyzing the data, Exponent found nothing in the cycling and CT data produced by SEL that demonstrates a possible fault or defect within the cell. Furthermore, numerous experimental issues are apparent in the data which undermine the integrity of SEL’s results and any conclusions that may be drawn from them.

The cycling data consists of 31 separate files that appear to document approximately 463 charge-discharge cycles on the test cell, providing only test time, applied current, voltage, and an unlabeled column that periodically reported metadata about the test conditions. A significant number of entries did not report either a voltage or a current (24% were missing voltage readings and 0.6% were missing current readings). Based on this limited data, Exponent identified the individual charge and discharge steps that make up the 463 reported charge-discharge cycles in order to perform a complete analysis of the test results.

Over the course of cycling, the parameters used were changed multiple times. In particular, the maximum charge current was 8.2A to 8.6A for the first 11 cycles, 16.6A for cycle 12A, to 12.4A for cycles 14 to 17, and approximately 16.5A thereafter. In two instances, the cycles were stopped mid-charge and the conditions changed. For example, cycle 13 was charged to 4.06V at 16.6A in file “Cell 1_2 Cycle 12(data).csv”, but charging resumed at 4.15V and 4.0A in file “Cell 1_2 Cycle 13(data).csv” (a similar gap occurs in cycle 18). SEL does not provide any data to show how the cell was charged from 4.06A to 4.15A in cycle 13. Additionally, the files describing cycle 401 and after are labeled “constrained”. SEL has not provided any further explanation about the nature of the constraint (electrical or physical) or why it was applied after 400 cycles. Exponent did not detect a meaningful change in the cell’s cycling performance during these cycles.

SEL also did not provide any information about the equipment used to perform the cycling tests, nor did they provide any information about the calibration, accuracy, or specified capabilities of
their equipment (or even the date and time their tests were performed). Accordingly, Exponent cannot verify that the data provided by SEL accurately reflects the test performed or that the equipment SEL used was even capable of performing the test. This is reflected by several unusual behaviors found on nearly every cycle.

First, the charge voltage consistently exceeded the maximum charge voltage specified by LG Chem\textsuperscript{25}. Figure 80 (a) clearly shows that many cycles exceed the maximum charge voltage, in most cases by at least 18mV. Figure 80 (b) shows the charge voltage and current for a typical cycle exhibiting overvoltage behavior. During a properly functioning charge test, the charger should transition from a constant-current (CC) charge to a constant-voltage (CV) charge as soon as the cell’s voltage reaches the voltage upper limit. This should result in the voltage holding at the upper voltage limit throughout the CV charge, during which time the current should smoothly decay until reaching the end of charge. SEL’s data do not follow this behavior; instead, the data indicate that the charger continued to apply a constant current voltage while the cell was above the upper voltage limit. This continues for approximately 20 minutes in most cycles. At the end of this period, the current rapidly falls to a small fraction of the constant current value and the voltage declines slightly, approaching (but remaining above) the upper voltage limit. These results suggest that the equipment SEL used for this cycling test was not designed for and was simply incapable of accurately performing an ordinary charge algorithm on this cell.
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Figure 80 (a, left) A histogram of the number of cycles that had various max charge voltages. (b, right) Current and voltage profiles for the end of charge for a typical cycle exhibiting overvoltage on charge.

The coulombic efficiency (discharge capacity divided by the previous charge capacity) also undermines the test results. Lithium-ion batteries cycled under consistent conditions maintain a coulombic efficiency very close to 100% (often greater than 99.9%). Figure 81 (b) shows that the coulombic efficiency changes with the changes in the charge conditions; early cycles (with charge currents of 8.2 to 8.6 A) have coulombic efficiencies of 99% to 100%, consistent with cells operating normally. After the charge current was increased to 16.5 A, the coulombic efficiency dropped to 96% for the remaining cycles. Figure 81(a) shows that the change is entirely due to the changes in the measured charge capacity on each cycle. This indicates that the equipment SEL used to cycle this cell was either inaccurate, improperly configured, or incapable of performing this test.
Figure 81 Various cycling performance metrics by cycle number: (a) charge and discharge capacities of complete cycles, (b) coulombic efficiency, (c) maximum charge current, and (d) maximum charge voltage.

In addition to the cycling data, SEL provided ten sets of CT data were included as part of the received data. The CT data consists of scans of the cycled cell at five cycling intervals (0, 100, 209, 285 and 400 cycles). Due to its size, the cell was scanned in two sections, split lengthwise along the cell pair (marked as left and right). The cell was CT scanned at a voxel size of ~85 μm, except for the 400-cycle data (41 μm). Exponent reprocessed the data sets by first virtually stitching the left and right sides of the cell together. The 400-cycle data was also re-exported at half the resolution to match that of the other data sets.
Figure 82 (a) Planar and (b) cross-sectional views of one representative feature tracked throughout cycling.

The uncycled cell contained several features consistent with deposits on the negative electrode, similar to those found to be non-conductive (as discussed above). These features did not change in size or shape during the 400 cycles, see Figure 82. Additionally, despite the issues with the cycling protocol noted above, no measurable swelling of the pouch or localized swelling around the deposits were observed over the 400 cycles tracked. This data does not support the growth of the internal cell features as a function of cycle count.
Environmental Data and System Analysis

An analysis was performed to assess whether environmental factors contributed to the initial failure event. As part of the assessment, the provided data was critically analyzed and the HVAC units were inspected and analyzed. The analysis revealed that the BESS temperature and humidity data does not include the extremes of the temperature and humidity within the BESS because the sensor locations do not coincide with locations where the coldest air enters the BESS or where moisture enters the BESS. The analysis also revealed that, in addition to water intrusion patterns that are likely associated with rain after the incident, there were water intrusion patterns that are not readily explained by the damage sustained during the incident. Investigating the latter requires an additional inspection and destructive examination of the evidence.

The following observations were made from the data analysis and the inspection:

- The five environmental sensor locations are not located at locations where the coldest air enters the BESS or where the moisture source is, and therefore the extremes of the temperature and humidity are not captured in the data set (poor spatial resolution).
  - As a result, the temperature and relative humidity extremes are unknown.
  - The cold air supply from HVAC #3 was directly above the front face of Racks 13 and 15, but the nearest environmental sensors were affixed to Rack 19 and 16 (the latter is across the aisle). As a result, the spatial resolution is inadequate and the data set has limitations.
  - At times, the environmental temperature at the measurement location nearest Rack 15 was higher than the Rack 15 minimum module temperature. These conditions would facilitate condensation of water vapor within the modules.
- Despite the poor spatial resolution, large temperature differences were still measured at the same point in time.
  - The air conditioning units did not all run simultaneously.

26 This is based on the diagram provided to Exponent shown in Figure 84. Exponent was not permitted to inspect the BESS until most of the racks had been removed.
- The dew point temperature repeatedly increased following cooling cycles prior to the incident, indicating that the system was not a closed system and that there was a source of water vapor.
  - The source of water vapor has not been identified to-date.
- The HVAC systems were not configured per the manufacturer’s specifications, and it is currently not known if the economizer doors were open at any time during the BESS operation.
- The data that is available showed that, over the history of operation of the BESS, the relative humidity consistently reached 80% or higher.
- The role of high relative humidity and/or condensation on electronics in the BESS cannot be ruled out as a contributor to the root cause of the initial failure.
  - Localized, adverse environmental conditions may affect all modules, electronics, or components within that zone. Therefore, adverse environmental conditions are not inconsistent with a single-point initial failure or a two-point failure.

Figure 83 shows the environmental temperature sensor data and dew point temperature sensor data at the five discrete measurement locations approximately two days prior to the event. The data window includes only one hour of measurements to illustrate features in individual air conditioning cycles.
Figure 83 Environmental temperature measurements and dew points at the five measurement locations approximately two days prior to the incident.

The upper five traces correspond to environmental temperature measurements. The environmental temperature sensor three, which is closest to Rack 15 (see Figure 84, NetBotz: Container Temperature), is the coldest of the five measurement locations during the measurement window. The range of measured temperatures at specific times is up to approximately 7°C (12.6°F difference). Given that the sensor locations are not aligned with the HVAC cold air supply ducts, the spatial resolution is insufficient to understand the full range of temperatures experienced by the modules. To illustrate the presence of large temperature gradients, the sensor across the aisle at nearly the same location is measuring approximately 4°C (7.2°F difference) warmer at times. Temperature differences on the order of 1-2°C were also observed between the PLC sensor #4 and the environmental temperature sensor #3, and they are in the same or similar location.
The data also indicates that not all the HVAC units are running simultaneously. For example, environmental sensor two is near the exit for HVAC #2, but the variations are quite low compared to those, e.g. at sensor three.

The lower five traces in Figure 83 are the dew point measurements at each of the locations. The dew point is the temperature at which water vapor begins to condense into liquid water. The higher the dew point, the more water vapor molecules are in the air. The dew point at all five locations tends to decrease during cooling phases, which indicates drying of the air at the evaporator coils. The Marvair Model AVPA72ACD060CU A5-200-VAR HVAC units have a drain pan below the evaporator coils to collect condensation, and a discharge port to the right side of the drain pan (as viewed from the outside front of the unit) to route the condensation outside of the HVAC and BESS (see Figure 85). The dew point rises after each cooling phase, suggesting that there is a source of moisture either inside the BESS, or outside of the BESS which is entering the BESS. The available data indicates that the BESS is not a closed system with regards to moisture infiltration as it was reported to be. The source of the moisture has not been determined to-date.
Figure 85 Drain pan discharge port below the evaporator coils.

Possible sources of moisture prior to the incident include a liquid water leak from rainwater or condensation from HVAC #3, or the entrance of water vapor through the HVAC economizer dampers which may have allowed humid outside air to enter the BESS. Economizers, if configured properly, utilize outside air under specific circumstances to condition air in the BESS instead of running the compressor in order to lower energy consumption.

The HVACs were inspected to evaluate the possibility of a liquid water leak; to confirm that economizers were installed (since units are available without economizers); and if they were installed, how they were configured. Economizers were found installed in the HVAC units (see Figure 86). The economizer doors can be configured to actuate using a dry bulb temperature sensor or an enthalpy sensor. Enthalpy sensors were found installed (see Figure 87).
Figure 86 Economizers were found installed on HVAC units.

Figure 87 Enthalpy sensors were found installed and connected to the economizer control board in the HVACs.
Inspection of the economizer control boards revealed that they were improperly configured for use with dry bulb temperature sensors, when enthalpy sensors were installed. The economizer control board has three pins and one two pin jumper which control how it processes the sensor signal. Pins 1&2 are jumpered for enthalpy sensors, hence the “ENT” above the pins. Pins 2&3 are jumpered for dry bulb temperature sensors, hence the “DRY” above the pins. Figure 88 shows photographs of all eight control boards showing that pins 2&3 are jumpered together, which is the configuration for dry bulb temperature sensors. It is currently not known how the economizer controllers will operate and the durability of the system with enthalpy sensors connected and control boards configured to receive dry bulb sensor signals. A request was made for an inspection to collect economizer systems as evidence and possible testing, but that inspection has not taken place at the time of this report.

<p>| | | | | | | | | |</p>
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![Photographs of all eight HVAC economizer control boards showing they were configured to receive dry bulb temperature sensor signals.](image)

A liquid water leak may have occurred if outside rain entered the BESS, if a blockage in an HVAC condensation drain port resulted in an overflow condition, or if another abnormality in the HVAC system occurred.

Evidence of liquid marks were observed on the inside face of the HVAC #3, which mates with the exterior wall of the BESS (see Figure 89). Additionally, below the same return air cutout, drip marks were observed on the inside wall of the BESS (see Figure 90). The drip marks on the inside wall of the BESS appear to align with the spout formed by the bend in the corner flashing in the HVAC. This bend likely occurred as a result of the explosion, and therefore the drip marks on the inside wall of the BESS likely occurred after the incident. Dried liquid marks were also seen underneath Rack 15 (see Figure 92 and Figure 93) and along the same wall towards the corner of the container (see Figure 91). Figure 93 shows what appears to be rust residue on the floor. If standing water is present in the BESS, it will tend to evaporate provided
the air is not already saturated with water vapor, which in turn will be a source of water vapor which may condense onto electronics. It reportedly rained and water entered the BESS in the days following the event, although no documentation has been provided regarding those observations. This may explain those water marks. Figure 94 shows the top of HVAC #3, where it mates with the container. The black marks above the HVAC flange in areas between flange screws suggest egress of soot during the event. Those also may also have occurred as a result of the explosion, although it does not preclude a leak in this area prior to the event.

Figure 89 Evidence of liquid marks observed on the inside face of the HVAC #3, which mates with the exterior BESS wall. This photograph was taken as viewed through the return air cutout in the wall, adjacent to Rack 15.
Figure 90 Liquid drip marks observed on the BESS inside wall, adjacent to Rack 15.

Figure 91 Dried liquid marks on the same inner wall of the BESS towards the corner.
Figure 92 Photograph showing the floor underneath Rack 15.

Figure 93 Photograph showing liquid marks and what appears to be residue of rust on the floor underneath Rack 15.
Evidence of venting during the event is observed where rainwater penetrates the room and drips from underneath the corrugated roof.

Evidence of liquid intrusion into the BESS which is not readily explained by damage sustained during the incident was identified. Liquid residue was observed indicating that rainwater penetrated the room and walls of the BESS.

The BESS has a sloped, corrugated steel roof with the highest elevation on the southwest side, and the lowest elevation on the northeast side (the side with Rack 15). The roofing on the lowest elevation side includes an overhang so rain water runs off the roofing materials and falls to the ground (or onto the HVAC units, where it then falls to the ground; see Figure 95 showing the overhang).
Figure 95 Photograph showing HVAC #3, and the overhang of the corrugated steel metal roof.

Figure 96 shows a zoomed in view of the left photograph in Figure 94. In this photograph, liquid residue can be seen emanating from underneath the corrugated roof cladding and running down the flashing. Liquid water leaks generally tend to follow gravity (except in some circumstances when high winds can push water). This residue indicates that rainwater penetrated the roofing material somewhere above the BESS, and that at least some water flowed down the underside of the roof to create this residue pattern.
Figure 96 Zoomed in view of the left photograph in Figure 94. There is an unexplained residue emanating from underneath the corrugated steel roofing material.

In instances like this, it is recommended to either remove the roof cladding to look for additional residue, and/or remove BESS ceiling materials to look for residue and ingress points. This way, the penetration points in the roof, moisture barrier (if any), and into the container can potentially be identified, and the likelihood of these factors existing prior to the incident or being created during the incident can be evaluated. At the time of this report, these inspections and investigative steps have not been done. There was, however, evidence that liquid was present within the wall of the BESS (see Figure 89). As a result, a liquid water leak in the roofing material and into the container cannot be ruled out as contributing moisture to the container environment.
Exponent was provided with documentation that indicates that the Punkin Center BESS had a water leak issue which reportedly resulted in a ground fault. Exponent does not currently have any information regarding the root cause of the water leak, or the ground fault condition, which would be useful to compare against observations of the McMicken BESS for similarities and differences.

Heat damage to HVAC #3 precluded an analysis of whether a blockage occurred in the condensation drain tubing. Polymeric drain tubing was consumed by fire.

Abnormal operation of the HVAC units may also have played a role in contributing moisture to the BESS. Marvair has reportedly indicated to LG Chem that if the temperature set point is set below 20°C (68°F), there is a strong probability of having the HVAC coils freeze. The data presented in Figure 83 show that temperatures reached approximately 17°C in the area near the HVAC #3 supply duct, suggesting that the set point may very well have been below 20°C. Accordingly, based on this information, there is a strong probability that ice was forming on the evaporator coil which may result in melting and dripping into the blowers. This water may not have been discharged to the outside (e.g. if it melted and dripped onto the blowers) and may have contributed moisture to the BESS.

Although the measurements at the five discrete locations do not indicate that condensation occurred on surfaces in the vicinity of the sensors, the spatial resolution is inadequate for a more detailed assessment to be made. Therefore, the role of condensation on electronics in the BESS cannot be ruled out as a root cause of the initial failure. For example, the water vapor concentration will be higher closer to the source, and since the sensors are not located at the source of the water vapor, higher water vapor concentrations than shown in the data may be feasible elsewhere in the container. In the days leading up to the incident, the relative humidity data (measured at the sensor locations) reached 70-75% inside the container. At typical temperatures in the container, this moisture can condense in air and on surfaces 5-6°C cooler (see Psychrometric chart in Figure 97). Similar to the water vapor concentration phenomenon,
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the temperatures may be colder in locations closest to the cooling source. There is a cold air supply duct blowing down onto the front face of Racks 13 and 15 and the nearest environmental sensors are affixed to Rack 19 and Rack 16, so the area in front of Rack 15 could be one of the colder locations within the container when HVAC #3 is running.

![Psychrometric chart](image)

**Figure 97 Psychrometric chart.**

The battery module temperatures recorded by the BMS are influenced by the sensor locations, thermal properties of adjacent materials, heat generation within the modules, and the thermal inertia of the modules. The module temperature sensors are sandwiched between foam panels, which are compressed between the two submodules in the module. These temperatures will change at a slower rate than ambient air temperatures and will be influenced by heat generation and thermal transport of neighboring battery cells. Considering these effects, it is noteworthy that the measured data shows that the minimum module temperature in Rack 15 is lower than the nearby environmental sensor #3 measurement (see Figure 98) at times. If warmer, moist air from some location within the BESS were to enter colder modules, this would potentially result in condensation within the modules.
The effects of high humidity on the electronics has also not been ruled out as a potential cause or contributor to the initial failure event. Historically, the container reached relative humidity between 80-90%, including at the location of environmental sensor #3. Figure 99 shows relative humidity measurements from June 2018 up until the incident. At these relative humidities, it would only take a drop in temperature of approximately 2°C - 4°C for water to begin condensing out. For example, if 80% relative humidity air were to migrate from the environmental sensor location #3 to the colder area below the HVAC #3 cold air supply duct, condensation may occur.
Figure 99 Relative humidities measured at each of the five measurement locations between June 2018 and the incident. Note that relative humidities regularly reached to between 80-90%, including at locations near Rack 15.
Key Observations

- The sensor locations are not located at locations where the coldest air enters the BESS or where the moisture source is, and therefore the extremes of the temperature and humidity are not captured in the data set (poor spatial resolution).
  - As a result, the temperature and relative humidity extremes are unknown.
- Despite the poor spatial resolution, large temperature differences were still measured at the same point in time.
- The dew point temperature repeatedly increased following cooling cycles prior to the incident, indicating that the system was not a closed system and that there was a source of water vapor.
- The HVAC systems were not configured per the manufacturer’s specifications, and it is currently not known if the economizer doors were open at any time during the BESS operation.
- The data that is available showed that, over the history of operation of the BESS, the relative humidity consistently reached 80% or higher. The temperature at the front face of Rack 15 will be lower than what is measured at nearby environmental sensors when HVAC #3 is running because it is below the HVAC #3 cold air supply duct. This would facilitate bulk condensation or corrosion on electronics.
- The source of water vapor has not been identified to-date.
  - Liquid marks were identified emanating from underneath the roof cladding and within the BESS wall in the vicinity of Rack 15 which are not readily explained by explosion damage and rain following the event.
  - Liquid marks were observed between the HVAC #3 and the exterior BESS wall, on the interior wall of the BESS below, along the base of the same wall, and below Rack 15. In the latter area, there appeared to be rust residue. These may have been associated with overpressure damage followed by rain after the event, given the formation of a spout on the HVAC flashing.
- The role of high relative humidity and/or condensation on electronics in the BESS cannot be ruled out as a contributor to the root cause of the initial failure.
Localized, adverse environmental conditions may affect all modules, electronics, or components within that zone. Therefore, adverse environmental conditions are not inconsistent with a single-point initial failure or a two-point failure.
Summary of Observations

Based on the system log data received, site inspections; module inspection, cell and CT analysis, and Exponent test data evaluated to date, Exponent made the following preliminary observations:

- The cell voltage and rack current measurements may not be accurately reconstructed due to the low data sample rate and likely signal aliasing. Thus, the failure analysis may not solely rely on the minimum voltage signal as a potential failure origin and failure mechanism indicator.

- Parallel cell level and module level thermal runaway characterization tests have shown that the incident voltage profile and duration are not consistent with the Cell 7 pair voltage excursion profile. This observation suggests the incident BESS failure mechanism is not associated with a single cell failure mechanism. In addition, the Rack 15 voltage dropped from 799.9V to 796.1V, ten seconds after the first voltage excursion and then recovered again to 798.9V eight seconds later and remained at this voltage for another 29 seconds before dropping to 796V again – this is not consistent with the timing of the Cell 7 pair voltage excursion. In addition, and also not consistent with the cell pair voltage behavior of a cell pair going into thermal runaway. This voltage deviation is also not consistent with the parallel cell test data.

- The suspected arcing at the edges of the Module 2’s, parallel Cell 7 pair, shows that the rack electrical insulation in a different location were also compromised prior to or at the time of the arcing events and that the cells in the rack were not electrically isolated from the rack. This event likely enabled the observed electrical arcing from Module 2’s, parallel Cell 7 pair to the module enclosure. This failure mechanism requires a double point electrical isolation failure mechanism.

- Currently, a low frequency parallel cell pair with a single cell thermal runaway failure event cannot explain the following:
  - The rate at which the Module 2, Cell 7 pair voltage decayed,
  - Account for the various inconsistent voltage parameters stored,
  - The rack DC voltage recovery,
  - The rack DC discharge current,
- The arcing at the edge of the two parallel cells at location 7 in Module 2,
- Arcing at Module 2, parallel cell pair 14 to the enclosure,
- The arcing at Module 3 positive power terminal,
- IMD electrical isolation anomalies prior to the cell pair voltage excursion.

- There was no evidence in the cell analysis to show that Module 2 Cell 7 pair was the initiating cell.
- The temperature and humidity extremes were not captured in the data recorded during the incident because the sensors are generally not spatially aligned with the sources of cold air and the source of water vapor. As a result, Exponent was not able to rule out if bulk condensation or corrosion occurred within or on electronics which contributed to the initial failure event. It is not known whether the environmental excursion 3 days prior to the incident played a contributing role in the failure event.

At this stage of the investigation, a single cell failure was ruled out and a double point electrical isolation failure mechanism is the most likely cause of the fire event. Given the investigation is not complete, the root cause initiating event has not yet been determined. Further analysis and additional experimental and characterization testing need to be conducted to determine which likely failure mechanism is representative of the observed data and evidence. Should additional information become available, Exponent may change these preliminary conclusions.
Limitations

This is a progress report. Exponent does not consider this investigation complete, and accordingly the root cause of the incident has not yet been determined. This is not a final report and significant changes may be made to the content of the report, including observations, analysis, and conclusions, until a final report is issued. The findings presented herein are made to a reasonable degree of engineering certainty. We have made every effort to accurately and completely investigate all areas of concern identified within the scope of our investigation. However, the extent of Exponent’s investigation is limited because of limited access to inspection of the remaining evidence, additional documentation review, and subsequent investigation paths including testing that may arise from further investigation.

The purpose of this report is to communicate Exponent’s observations to-date based on the visual inspection of the incident BESS; modules; cells; and HVAC systems involved in the incident; as well as analysis of test data, system data, and literature. The scope of services performed during this investigation to-date may not adequately address the needs of other users of this report, particularly because the investigation is not complete, and any re-use of this report or its findings, conclusions, or recommendations presented herein are at the sole risk of the user.

Exponent was retained on behalf of LG Chem to inspect the site, observe the discharge of the battery modules and investigate the likely cause of the battery failure incident. The observations and analysis presented in this update report are based on information available at the time this update report was written. No guarantee or warranty as to future life or performance of any reviewed condition is expressed or implied. In the analysis, we have relied on our current understanding of the logged files, technical explanations by LG Chem, material samples, testing performed and information provided by LG Chem and other parties. We cannot verify the correctness of this input and rely on those parties for accuracy.

When new information becomes available or if there are perceived omissions or misstatements in this report regarding any aspect of those conditions, we ask that they be brought to our attention immediately so that we have the opportunity to fully address them.
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Dr. White’s core discipline is chemistry with emphasis on electrochemistry, polymer chemistry and the intersection of the two fields. Dr. White has extensive experience in electrochemical energy conversion, chemical/material interactions and diffusion and migration based mass transport in liquids and solids. His specialties include battery science, mass transport in polymers and interfacial chemistry/electrochemistry.
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Dr. White is a former NASA Fellow, an active member of the Electrochemical Society (ECS) and former Chairman of the New England Section of ECS.
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Professional Profile
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Appendix D

The single cell pair voltage excursion cannot be accounted for, for the following reasons:

- At 19:54:30 rack voltage was 798.9V, the cell sum voltage was 800.4V and the cell voltage averaged 4.083V. When a calculation is performed, the average cell voltage should be 4.0825V. It is not known how many decimals after the comma is considered for the calculation. Also at the point the rack voltage dropped by 0.3V and the cell sum voltage remained the same, the possible loss voltages of the minimum cell of approximately between 0.069V (4.061V-3.992V) or 0.106V (4.098V-3.992V) cannot be accounted for.

- At 19:54:32 rack voltage changed from 798.9 to 799.6V – a 0.7V jump, the cell sum voltage dropped from 800.4 to 800.2V, the maximum cell voltage dropped from 4.098V to 4.097V. The average cell voltage remained at 4.083V. The possible loss voltages of the minimum cell of approximately between -0.01V (3.992V-4.002V and 0.095V (3.992V-4.097V) cannot be accounted for.

The same observation can be made for the other available CAN BUS data of the event.
Appendix E

It was noted in two previous charge cycles, that the rack DC voltage will relax by about 2V, immediately after the charge current has stopped. However at the time of the failure event the rack voltage relaxed by approximately 3.8V, nearly twice the normal relaxation voltage (see Table 2, at 19:54:38 and 19:55:40) and then recovered again after approximately eight seconds at 19:54:48 to 798.9V (with a discharge current). As the rack discharge current increased, the rack voltage dropped again to 796V. This suggests that more than one cell voltages in the rack recovered to pre-voltage excursion levels. This is not consistent with the parallel cell failure testing voltage profile. This observation also suggests that the cause for the rack DC volt drop, relaxation and hence the rack voltage recovery was not due to a single parallel cell failure. A rack DC discharge current of 3.6A was noted shortly after charging. This current is abnormal. A normal end of charge profile is shown in Figure 39 and (see bottom red arrow), after the charge current stopped, the DC discharge current remained 0A through the current transducer.